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As Broker Stanley sprang upon the table to get at the boy, Jack Randall seized him by the

leg and stopped· him. "Let got" cried the irate broker, trying to
kicli: off his grip. Jack only held on the tighter.
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A ·PAIR OF JACKS
-OR-

THE SMARTEST MESSENGERS IN WALL STREET
By A SELF-MADE MAN
CHAPTER I.
THE OLD WHITE· HAIRED MAN.

"Who's the gent, Randall?" asked Jack Burch, junior messenger for the brokerage fh'm of Davis & Green, No. Wall Street, nodding towards the door of the private room
where Mr. Davis saw the more important visitors who called
on the firm.
"His name is Hawksworth-that's all I know about him,"
replied Jack Randall, the senior messenger of the establishment.
Randall and Burch were known in Wall Street as a pair of
Jacks, not only because their first names were identical, but
because they worked in the same office, and were great chums
as well.
In order to avoid confusing them one with the other they
were always addressed by their last names, and they had got
into the habit of so addressing themselves.
Randall invariably answered Mr. Davis' call when he was
in the office, ran the majority of his errands and looked after
the senior partner's visitors, while Burch performed a similar
i<ervice for Mr. Green.
The boys were both orphans, and lived with a poor widow
named Watson, whom they regarded almost as a mother, in
a dilapidated, old-fashioned private house in one of the lower
East Side streets.
What they didn't know about New York in general, and
Wall Street in particular, is hardly worth mentioning.
"Hawksworth," said Burch. "Kind of swell name. Sounds
English to me. Has he been here before?"
"'Never to my knowledge."
"New customer, then. Looks as if he had money to burn."
"Oh, fine feathers don't always make fine birds."
"Did you notice the ring he wears on the little finger of
his left hand?"
"Yes. Rather an odd one-a white skull and crossbones on
a black enameled band. By the way, I think we'd better
close oub ou1· deal in L. & M. There doesn't si,em to be anything in it. We've had that stock a month now and we won't
make over a dollar a share profit on it-$25 apiece. We can
do better with our money."
"If you know how we can do better, go ahead and do it.
Whatever vou do goes with me, you know," said Burch.
"All right, old man. I'll sell out as soon as I get a chance
to go around to the little bank, and I'll tell the margin clerk
to put the money into A. & C., as far as it will go," said
Randall.
The $500 the two boys had pooled to put up as marginal
security on 50 shares of L. & M. they had made out of the
stock market during the last eighteen months.

They had participated in a number of small deals with
varying success, and their total profit to date amounted to
about $600.
As Randall spoke the door of the private room opened
and Mr. Hawksworth tame out, walked to the door openingon the corridor and took his departure.
A moment or two later Mr. Davis rang his electric bell
and Randall responded.
"This package contains .five $1,000 bonds of the D. & L.
Railroad," said the broker to his messenger. "I want you
to take them to the secretary's office in the Parker Building,
on the tenth floor, and have them passed upon."
"Yes, sir," said the boy, taking the package and leaving'
·
the room.
Reaching the Parker Building, one of the elevators quickly
·
carried him to the tenth floor.
The office of the secretarry of the railroad company was
in the second corridor, running at right angles with the· main
one.
The number of the room was 1064.
As Randall turned the corner he ran smack into the
arms of an elderly, white-headed and white-bearded man
'
whose eyes were hidden behind a pair of green goggles.
"I beg your pardon, sir. I didn't-- "
Then something- unexpected by the young messenge1· han·
ocned with great rapidity.
The old man's· hand shot out and a hard obiect collided
·
with the boy's head.
A myriad of stars and red flashes swarmed across his
brain.
He felt himself falling·-falling as if from a gTeat height.
There was a .shock and his senses forsook him.
When Randall came to his senses he was lying on a leathercovered sofa in a strange office and two men were bending
above him.
One of them was bathing his head with cold water, while
the other was pouring some brandy from a small g-lass down
·
\
his throat.
Some of the spiri~ went the wrong- way and he coughed
·
.
spasmodically and sat UJ'.
When he was somewhat recovered the gentleman hoidfng
the irlass said:
"How do you feel now, young man?"
Randall stared at him.
"Feel!" he said, in a dazed kind of way. "What's the mat·
ter with me?"
"The matter is that we found you unconscious outside thPdoor of this office, with a swelling on your head near your
left ear. I should think you'd have some idea of liow you
came to be in that condition."
The boy looked at the floor, as if seeking inspiration from
the handsome mg- which covered it.
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"You found me unconscious with a lump over my ear.
That's funny. Where am I. anyway?"
"In my office on the tenth floor of the Parker Building."
His words, The tenth floor of the Parker Building," acted
like a charm on the messenger.
ln a moment everything was clear to him.
He remembei:ed the errand which had brought him to the
building, and the encounter he had had with the old man
with the white hair and beard.
How such an old chap could have knocked him out with
a single blow was a matter of surpn~se to him.
Why he had struck him perplexed him not a little, for
though he had bumped into the old fellow, the collision hardly
amounted to anything.
Certainly it was not serious enough to call for retaliation.
Suddenly the boy thought about the valuable package he
was carrying to the office of the secretary of the D. & L.
road.
He looked about him for it, but could not see it.·
"I had a package with me-a valuable package-where is
it ? " he asked, with considerable eagerness and anxiety.
"A package!" exclaimed the gentleman. "I know of none.
Did you see such a thing, Mr. Moss?" he added to the other
man.
"No, sir, I did not."
"Better look out in the corridor. Maybe it's there."
Moss opened the door and looked ca1·efully around, but
there was no sign of a package of any kind in the corridor,
and he so reported.
"Good gracio11s!" cried Randall. "Somebody must have
taken it--maybe the old man who struck me down."
"You say an old man struck you down?" said the gentleman of the office, looking hard at the boy. "Why should he
have attacked you? He must have hit you with a hard, blunt
instrument of some kind. His fist wouldn't have raised the
swelling you've got."
Randall explained all he knew about his encounter with
the white-haired man.
"Why, we passed that party when he got out of the elevator, Mr. Black," spoke up Moss.
"Now that you mention the fact, I believe we did," said
Mr. Black.
"I noticed that he had a small, oblong package in his hand
about so big," continued Moss.
"That was my package,'' cried the young messenger, excitedly. "The old rascal made off with it after laying me out.
How lon.ir a.iro was it that you passed him?"
"Fully a quarter of an hour or more," replied Moss.
"He's out of the building, and it would be mi.irhty hard to
find him now," said Randall, with a glum look. "I'm in a
nice hole. That package contained five $1,000 D. & L. Railroad bonds that I was carryin.ir to the secretary of the road
to verify."
"Indeed!" said Mr. Black, with some interest. "You were
comin.ir to my office, then?"
"Your office! Are you the secretary of the D. & L. ?"
"Yes."
"And this is your office?"
"It is. Who sent you here?"
"l\'Ir. Davis, of Davis & Green, stock broker~, Wall Street."
"Have you a memorandum of the bonds with you?"
"No, sir."
"Doubtless your employer has such a record at his office.
Mr. Moss, look up the telephone number of Davis & Green,
Wall Street, and get into communication with Mr. Davis.
Tell him what has happened to his messenger, and give him a
description of the old man who walked off with the package.
Describe -his appearance as accurately as you can to Mr.
Moss, young man. No time must be lost in notifying the
police," said Mr. Black.
Randall .irave Moss as clear a descr~ption of the white-.
haired man as he could recall.
It was fairly accurate; considerin.ir the brief look he had
had of him.
By that itme the boy felt comparatively all right again.
The onlv remainder of the unpleasant incident was a palpitating pain over his ear, an\} the knowledge of his loss of
the package, but that was enough to make the messenger
feel about as mean as dirt, to use his own expression. ·
There was nothing to be .irained by remaining longer at the
secretary's office so he" took his leave, wonderin.ir what kind
of a reception h~'d get from Mr. Davis.
On his way back to the office, Randall ran U'P to the little
bank, closed out the deal on L. & M. at a orofit of $50, and

ordered the $550 coming to him and Burch to be invested in
55 shares of A. & C., which was going . up, and prop1ised a
whole lot better results than L. & M., which, lo use Randall's
expression, had proven a frost.

CHAPTER II.
DETECTIVES ON THE CASE.

Burch was out when Randall i·eached the office, and he
knocked at the door of the private room, feeling very much
like a criminal w.ho was about to face a judge.
"Come in!" said the voice of the senior partner.
The young messenger walked into the room.
By that time the broker knew all about the loss of the
package of D. & L. bonds, and had communicated not only
with the regular police, but with the Wall Street Detective
Agency, and he expected a man from the latter place shortly.
"So you lost that package of bonds right at your destination?" said Mr. Davis, regardin.ir the boy in his customary
way. "Sit down in this chair and tell me all the facts."
Randall did so.
"It is very singular he should attack you in such a savage
way because you accidentally bumped into him,'' said the
broker, knitting his brow. "And it is still more singular
that he should steal that package from you as you lay unconscious. Respectable old gentlemen don't act as this person
did."
"That's right, sir," nodded the boy.
At that moment a detective from the agency was announced.
He was invited to walk in.
Mr. Davis gave him an outline of the case and then referred him to Randall for the particulars.
The young messenger recounted the brief encounter he had
had with the old man, and what happened afterward in the
office of the secretary of the D. & L. road.
"The gentleman named Moss asserted that he saw the
package .you had brought to the building in the old man's
hand?" said the detective. "How did he know that it was
the same package ? "
"He didn't; but I recognized it from his description."
"Describe the package."
Randall did so.
"I suppose you have a memorandum of the bonds, Mt.
Davis?" said the officer to the broker.
"I have."
"I shall want a copy."
"You shall have it," replied the trader, taking the memorandum out of a pigeon-hole of his desk and copying it on
a pad.
The detective got a description of the white-haired· man
from Randall and then took his departure.
When the boy returned to his seat outside he found Burch,
who had iust returned from the .bank.
He told his friend all about the incident in the Parker
Building.
Burch naturally was astonished.
"Five thousand dollars' worth of bonds is a big amount to
lose," he said.
"I should say so!" replied Randall.
"How did Mr. Davis take it?"
"Never made a kick with me. You wouldn't think I had
lost anything."
"What steps has he taken to recover the bonds?"
"The matter is in the hands of the detective agency."
Burch looked at the swelling on his friend's head.
"What did the old rascal hit you with?" he asked.
"I don't know. Somethin.ir hard. The sensation wasn't
pleasant, though it didn't last mor~ than a moment or two,
for I lost my senses."
"Maybe the old chap was a crook in disguise who was lying
in wait for a good thing like vou to turn up."
"He might have been. It seems to me that a feeble old
man couldn't have laid me out so effectively as that chap
did."
"He might with a weapon. That bump looks a s if it had
been made with a slung-shot."
. "Only crooks carry such things."
"The more reason why he was probably one of the fraternity. There are old crooks as well as young ones."
"The more I think about the chap the more confident I feel

r
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that he 1.vas disguised. Had he i·eally been as venerable as
he looked I don't think he could have pulled that trick off on
me. T~e whole thing happened as quick as a flash. A real
uld wJ:1t.e-he~ded fellow couldn't have been so active. It is
my op1mon his hair and beard were false."
"l ~vouldn't be surprised but you are right. Was that
detective who was in the office with you and the boss?"
"Yes."
"You told him all the facts?"
"Of course."
"Did he think the old man was di sguised?"
·
"He didn't sav what he thougoht."
"Did Mr. Davis notify Police Headquarters, too?"
"He did."
"I suppose a sleuth from the detective bureau will be here
eoon to see you ? "
"Very likely.''
As Randall spoke the door opened and admitted a small
'
wiry-looking- man, with a Hibernian cast of countenance
"This is the office of Davis & Green, 1 believe?" he s~id.
"Yes, sir," i·eplied Randall.
"Is Mr. Davis in?"
"He is. Want to see him?"
"I do.''
"Youl' name, please, and vour business with him."
"My name is Dolan. My business-well, you can tell him
was sent here from Police Headquarters."
"I undel'Stand. I'll announce vou.''
Randall did so and was told to show the man in and remain
himself.
Dolan introduced himself lo thP broke1· as a member of
ihe detective burem.1.
"You telephoned that a messenger of vour office had been
knocked senseless in the Parker Building bv an old man he
met in one of the corridors, and robbed of a package of
bonds."
"Yes, si1'. This is the bov who was assaulted and robbed.
You will g-et all the ·facts from him," said Mr. Davis, nodding
at Randall.
."I will listen to your story, young man," s!lid the sleuth,
ir1ving- the young messenger a keen look.
Randall reheal'Sed the incident.
"Where were you struck?" asked the ofl'irer.
The bov sl1owed him the swelling-.
The detective looked at it critically.
"Hum!" he said. ''Evidently done by a s!ung-shot.' The
man was probably a crook. Desrribe him."
Randall did so.
"White hair and beard, eh? He was disguised, without
doubt. There was force behind that blow you received. The
fellow was hiding, and sprang out on you?"
"Not exactly. I told you I ran into him as I turned the
i'orner of the second con'idor."
"Amounts to the same thing. He was waiting for you ."
"Why should he have been waiting for me?''
'·Knew you had the package of bonds.''
"How could he know tliat? There was nothing about the
µr.ckag-e t o show that it contained valuable securities."
"I suppo:;e you had the package in your hand?"
"Yes."
"Carried it from th e office that w y, I suppose."
"Yes . >'
•·Did you flO direct to the Parker Building?"
"I did."
"What floor was the job pulled off on 'l"
"The tenth."
''There are several elevato1·s in tl1e building?"
"Five."
"All in o~ place?"
"The five are. There may be one or two others in another
pal't of the building, but I hardly think so."
"Did you have to wait for an elevator any time?"
"A minute maybe."
"That's all for the present. By the way, whose office were
you taken into?"
"Secretary's of the D. & L. Railroad. Room 1064."
"All right," said the detective, making- a note on his cuff.
Ile got up and said he would look into the matter.
"I will probably call in the morning," he said to the broker.
"What hour are you here?"
"A little before ten. I can be down ea1·1ier if it's any ac·
commodation to you," said Mr. Davis.
"It isn't necessary. Where do you live?"
The bl"oke1· iold him.
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"You have a telephone in your house, I suppose?"
"Yes"
"Nu1~ber, please. I may want to call you up."
Mr. Davis goave it to him and that went down on the
sleuth's cuff under the broker's address.
The detective then nodded and took his departure.
"No flies on him, sir," said Randall.
"No," replied Mr. Davis. "Help me on with my coat. I'm
·
going home."
Randall made himself useful, and shortly afterward he and
Burch left the office foi: the day, too.

CHAPTER Ill.
THE DISCOMFITURE OF BROKER STANLEY.

A week passed away and Detective Dolan made no ctis·
coveries.
Hawksworth called in a couple of days to collect the price
of the bonds, but M1~ Davis put him off with the statement
that the bonds had to be looked up before he could sell them,
and told him to drop in again in a few days.
The gentleman made no objection and said he wonld cull on
Satu1·clay.
. Ranc_lall was in the office when Hawksworth called at a
few mmutes afte! eleven on the following- Saturday.
A~ter announcmg the visitor, he showed him into Mr.
,
Davis' private room.
Hawksworth did not remain long, and when he l'ame out
there was a look of satisfaction on his face.
As he strnked his black, silky mustache on the way to the
out~r door, Randall noticed the skull and crossbones ring
agam.
Hawksworth was about to open ihe door wl1en it was
opened bv somebody else on the oihe1· side.
'J'he somebody else was Detect~ve Dolan.
'1'11e moment Hawksworth's eyes 1·ested on his face he
turned away abruptly, d1·ew out his handkerchief ntfd began
to cough violent.Iv.
The sleuth had caught a half glance at the gentleman's
physiognomy and it looked somewhat familiar to him. '
That was enough of itself to interest him in the broke1"s
visitol".
He stopped and looked at him intentl '• but Hawksworth
was coughinl!.' away to be.at the band, with his face burieu in
~he folds of the handkerchief, at the same time he was edg
mg toward the door.
"You have a very bad cough, sir," said the detective.
Hawkswo1th partly removed the handkerchief, apparently
to reply, but another paroxysm seized him.
"Air-air!" he gasped. "I must have air!"
He forced himself by the sleuth, opened the door and
passed outside.
Dolan opened the door after the gentleman shut it and 112tened.
Hawkswo1th was walking rapidly towa1d the elevator, and
still cougohin1< with very little intermission.
He sigpaled a descending- cage and went down.
The detective shut the 'door and then told Randall to an~
nounce him.
"'Well, Mr. Dolan, ha\'e you got a clue to the bonds?" asked
Mr. Davis, when the sleuth presented himself in the room.
"I'm sorry to say I have made no di scoveries so far, sir.
By the way, who was that gentleman who juljt left your
- ·
office? Tall, well-built, black mustache-" -·
"Oh, that was Mr. Hawksworth. He's the {!:entJemau wl10
owns the stolen bonds."
"Indeed!" replied the sleuth, half shutting his eyes. "One
of your regular customers?"
"No, I never saw him previous to the day when he ralled
with the bonds and arranged with me to sell them for him."
'l'he detective looked interested.
"After he left your o:ffice you sent the bonds to the secretary of the company which issued them."
"Yes.''
"Is that the usual procedure ? "
"Oh, no; but when a customer offering securities for sale
is a stranger to us we deem it a simple matter of precaution
to not onlv secure the company's gouarantee of the genuineness of the securities, but to see that they have not been
listed as stolen from the l'ightful owne1·,"
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"I see. Did you tell Mr. Hawksworth that you intended
to send the bonds he left 'vi th you to the secretary's office?"
"Certainly not."
"Still it is possible he might have been wise to the method
vou :followed?"
"It is quite possible that he is familiar with the way thing·s
are done in Wall Street, but what bearing has that on the
case of the stolen bonds?"
"A very imporant bearing. Mr. Hawksworth holds your
receipt for five $1,000 bonds, doesn't he?"
'
"He does."
"If the bonds are lost while in your possession you have
to make irood their value, I take it."
"Of course."
"Very g-ood. This thing has the ear-marks of a put-up job
to me."
"A put-up job!" exclaimed the broker.
"Yes. This man Hawksworth, you say, is a stranirer to
you. He called a week ago and left five $1,000 bonds with
you for sale. Shortly afterward you sent those bonds to the
company's office for verificatio111, though chiefly, I take it, to
make sure that your customer was rightfully entitled to dispose of the bonds. When your messenger reached the corridor where the company's office is he was set upon by a
white-haired old man, knocked senseless and robbed of the
bonds. The white-haired old man was simply a disguised
accomplice of your customer, Hawksworth."
"What!" exclaimed the astonished Mr. Davis.
"And Hawksworth himself, I am now satisfied, is a disguised crook. I met him at the clgor as I was coming in and
I thought there was something familiar about him. His face,
minus his mustache, is probably in the Rogue's Gallery."
"You astonish me, Mr. Dolan."
"The whole scheme, I suspect, was pre-arranged beforehand. Hawksworth was to leave the bonds with you for sale
and get a receipt for them. They are doubtless stolen ones,
the loss of which has not yet been discovere(t by the owner,
for their theft has not yet been reported in the papers, or
known at headquarters. Hawksworth evidently believed that
you would send the bonds to the company's office, and he
posted an accomplice in the Parker Building to waylay your
messenger and get the bonds away from him. With your
receipt in his possession he felt confident of bleaching you
out of the value of the securities. He could then go to Boston or Philadelphia and either try to work off the bonds in
the regular way, or perhaps repeat the same. game if he
could."
"Your statement is quite plausible, Mr. Dolan. If true it
will relieve me of an embarrassing predicament. I have arranged with Mr. Hawksworth to pay him for the bonds on
Monday. I expect him at three in the afternoon. You had
better be her~ at that hour."
"I'll be on hand, if I do not round the gentleman up in
the meantime. I have some doubts a s to whether Hawksworth will call on you again. I believe he recognized me at
the door and understands by my presence here that I am on
the case. The.se gentlemanly crooks are wary birds, so tt is
probable he will figure that the risk of realizing on your
receipt is too great for him to chance."
"If you suspected that this man was not what he represented him to be, why did you not detain him?"
"I should have done so had I known he was the person
who left the bonds with you; but I only caught a passing
glance cl_ his face, and though his actions were a bit suspicious, the fact that he appeared to be one of your customers, or a respectable caller, prevented me from takiI).g any
action which might have involved me in a predicament had
my suspicions proved unfounded."
The broker nodded.
"Then you think he will not call to collect the value of the
bonds?" he said.
"If he is really a crook, as I feel satisfied from the deductions I have formed that he is, he probably will not, unless
he has more than ordinary nerve, and is prepared to risk his
liberty against five thousand dolla.rs. At anv rate, I will be
here at the designated time to take part in the interview. It
is quite possible, however, that he might call an hour earlier
than the time set, in order to avoid a possible trap. Should
he do so you must put him ofl'."
"Visitors never reach me unless I chose to have them admitted to this t·oom, so this Hawksworth is not likely to secure an interview before the time arranged unless he waylayed me out in the corridor, or on the street, in either of

which cases I shall refuse to di::;c\,tss business with him,"
said Mr. Davis.
"Very good. That is all. I will return to headquarters and
look up the photos in our gallery of crooks to see if I can
refresh my memory concerning this man. lf we have his
picture that will establish his identity, for I never forget a
face that I have once had a square look at, vou may look fot'
me Monday."
With those ·words, Detective Dolan bowed him elf oui.
"The sleuth was some time with the boss. I wonder what
he's found out about the stolen bonds?" thought Burch, who
was sitting in the reception-room.
At that moment Randall · came in from an errand he had
·
been out on.
He walked over and sat clown beside Burch.
"I see Dolan was here. I suppose you don't know whether
he's made any discoveries or not yet?" he said to his friend.
"I could·n 't tell you anything- about it. All I know is he
was closeted fo1· some time with Mr. Davis."
"Well, I'm not going to lose any sleep over the matter. I
suppose you noticed that A. & C. went up to 102 and a frac·
tion soon after eleven."
"Yes. Did you take advantage of it and sell? Twelve dollars a share profit is worth freezing on to."
"I did. A boom like that is often followed by a slump, so I
thought a bird in the hand is better than two in the bush."
"That's right," nodded Burch, with a look of satisfaction.
"Our profit will amount to about $660 on this deal."
"Then we may consider ourselves worth $1,300," said
Burch. "We seem to be going- some."
"Yes, we're doing very well. As I don't believe in letting
our monev remain idle, I told the margin clerk to buy 100
shares of D. & G.. for our account at the present low market
figure, and t!lke the margin out of the $1,200 due us. Does
that meet with your approbation, pard ?"
"Sure. D. & G. is a good stock and it is certain to rise
in the near future."
Just then the door opened and admitted a young broker
·
named Stanley.
This was the third time he had been in that morning to
see Mr. Davis, but he hadn't seen him, just the same, for
both boys had orders to sidetrack him.
Just why Mr. Davis didn't care to see Broker Stanley the
young messengers had no idea.
Furthermore, they didn't care.
All tl1ev had to do with the matter was to obey orders.
The visitor looked a little heated, as if he had been walking
fast.
"Mr. Davis in?" he asked, in a tone and manner that
seemed to indicate that he considered an affirmative reply
almost superfluous.
"Yes, sir, but he's engaged," replied Randall.
"He's been engaged every time I called this morning. It's
after twelve, and I've simply got to see him."
"All right. Sit down and wait."
"How Ions.r will I have to wait?" snapped Stanley.
"I couldn't tell you, sir."
"Go in and tell Mr. Davis that my business is important
and that I can't wait."
Randall didn't intend to carry in any such message, but
at that moment Mr. J)avis ransr his bell so that the boy had
to go in.
He found the senior partner alone and closing down his
preparatory to leaving for the day.
desk
11
Mr. Stanley is outside, sir, and is in a great sweat to see
you," said Randall.
"Keep him there till I get away. I don't wapt to see him.
Help me on with my overcoat."
Randall did so, then let the broker out by his private entrance and locked the door after him.
Outside in the reception-room Stanley was walking up and
down the floor in a state of great impatience.
Finally he stopped in front of Mr. Davis' door.
He thought Randall had been in there a mighty long time.
"Does it usually take that side-partner of yours such a
long time to announce a visitor?" he said, sarcastically, to
Burch.
"Did ii:you speak to me, sir?" asked the boy, with an inno'
cent loo .
"Yes, I spoke to you!" cried Stanley ,angrily. "What's
keeping him in there ? "
"Really I couldn't say. I'm not a mind-reader," drawled
Burch.
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"Confound your impertinence! For two cents I'd ring
your ear!"
"I didn't know you exerted yourself on such a cheap basis,"
replied the boy.
"What's that?" roared the visitor.
"I'll see if I've got two cents in my clothes," grinned
Burch.
Broker Stanley got red in the face and made a dash at the
young messenger.
Just then Randall opened the door. of the private room.
Burch sprang up and shoved the chafr between him and the
ang-ry caller.
•
Stanley fe ll over it and hurt his shins.
He saw what had happened, and judging that his friend
was in for it he said:
"Jump in here, Burch."
Burch ran in.
The visitor, as he picked himself up, saw where he retreated to and he rushed in after him.
The boys saw him co~ing and Burch took refuge on the
opposite side of the table which stood in the center of the
room.
The irate trader started to catch him, but the boy dodged
toward one comer of the table and then toward the other,
all the time grinning in a way that exa perated the broker.
"I'll break every bone in your body , you young imp!"
roared Stanley, stopping before the center of the table and
glaring at Burch.
"You'll have to catch me first," retorted the messenger,
taptalizingly.
·
· "I'll catch you, you young villain!"
As Broker Stanley sprang on the table to get at the boy,
Jack Randall seized him by the leg and stopped him.
"Let go!" cried the frate broker, trying to kick off his grip.
Jack only held on the tighter .

CHAPTER IV.
THE STRANGER FROM BUENOS AYRES.

Burch, perceiving the broker's new ruse, had backed away
and seized a chai.r, intending to thl'ow it in front of the
trnder, as he had previously done outside with such excellent effect, as far as .his own interests were concerned.
Finding himself completely blocked by Randall, Stanley
- was boiling mad.
In his furv he jumped backward.
Randall's grip Prevented him from reaching the floor, as
he had intended, but it didn't prevent hi s weight coming on
the edge of the table and thereby tilting it up suddenly.
'l'he young messenger shouted to his companion to run,
and let go.
.
As he started to skip himself, down went the table with
the broker, and Stanley caught a crack in his face, while
his hat fle w into the air.
The boys concluded to get out of the way as fast as they
could, and they made a rush for the wash-room at the back
of the counting-room.
From the partly open door they watched for what would
happen next.
Broker Stanley, on recovering his feet, discovered in addition to his discomfiture by the boys that Broker Davis "had
taken his departure without according him an interview.
This fact added to his wrath and he issued from the room
like a raging volcano, and looked around for the boys.
He saw no signs of them.
He suspected that thev had fled into the corridor, and out
he went in search of them.
Of course, they were not there.
After walking up and down the corridor foi· five minutes
in a fume, he came to the conclusion that they had hid themselves in the counting-room.
It was now going on one o'clock and work in the office
was over for the day.
Broker Stanley knew that. and instead of returning to the
office as was his first intention, he determined to lie in wait
outside for the boys, and when they appeared to 11:0 for both
of their scalps.
Randall and Burch had an idea that he might do that, so
after they received their pay envelopes they told the margin
clerk what they were up against, and the reason, and asked
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him to return after he went to the elevator and let them
know whether the coast was clear or not.
The margin clerk went out with the second bookkeeper,
and he saw Broker Stanley standing near the elevator, evidently waiting for somebody.
Then he remarked, aloud, that he had forgotten something:
he returned to the office in a hurry.
"Well, is the gent laying for us?" asked Randall.
"Apparently he is, for he's standing by the elevators on
the looko\lt."
"Thanks, Harrison. We're not afraid to meet him, but we
don't care to have a scrap in the corridor. Mr. Davis
wouldn't like to hear that we were mixed UP in such business
as that, so we'll just lock ourselves in the office. and let Mr.
Stanley cool his heels outside till he gets tired of the amusement," said Randall.
As soon as everybody was out, Randall locked the door
and then pe and Burch sat clown to wait fifteen minutes o?
so.
When that time limit had expired, Burch said:
"I wonder if he's there yet?"
"I couldn't tell you, but I hardly think he'd be so foolish as
to wait so long· for us to come out. He must have got cooled
down soon. and then I guess he went away," said Randall.
"Well, shall we chance it?"
"I guess so."
Randall unlocked the door and looked out.
The corridor was empty, but he couldn't see the elevators
which were around in the middle corridor.
"You hold the fort and I'll go and investigate," he saitl.
"All right," replied Burch.
Randall tip-t~ed down to the turn and peeped around the
corner.
The space in front of the elevators was clear, so he signaled to his friend to come on.
A descending cage took them on board and they were
soon on the street, bound for a lunch-house.
On the following Monday afternoon Detective Dolan was
on hand at three o'clock to meet Hawksworth if he called.
He did not call.
Instead of which a messenger boy brought a note from
him, informing the broker that he was unexpectedly called
out of town and it might be a week or longer before he would
be in after his money.
"I thought he wouldn't keep the appointment," said the
detective. "He is a warv bird. and he will hold back a while
until he thinks it is safe to risk a visit. Should he call before I Ree vou aQ'ain, make a new appointment with him."
"I will," said the broker, and the sleuth went awav.
The week passed without anv further sign from Hawkswort.h, and during that time D. & G. stock, in which the pair
of Jacks were interested, went up several po\nts.
On Saturday morning- it was up to 90, or te'n points hi1rher
than Randall paid for it.
After consulting with Burch, it was decided to sell out
at that figure, for Randall thought it was doubtful about it
going much higher.
"'}'he market looks a bit wobblv to me," he said, "and such
a condition does not promise well for prices. I'll try to
get to the little bank the next time I am sent out."
Randall found a chance to get rid of their 100 shares of
D. & G. before the Exchange closed at noon.
"That puts us another $1,000 to the good," he said, as he
and Burch started for the usual lunch-house after the office
closed for the day at one o'clock.
"What shall we do with ourselves this afternoon?" asked
Burch after lunch.
"Take a stroll along South street for a change. We can
reach home that way as well as any other," said Randall.
Accordingly, along South street they walked, in a northerly
direction.
. After passing the Brooklyn Bridge the two young messengers walked out on one of the piers to watch a lately arrived brig that was unloading.
·
She had brought a cargo of hides, and other merchandise
from Buenos Ayres.
While the boys were watching the stevedores, a good-lookin2' bronzed young chap, of perhaps thirty, came down the
~angplank with a heavy grip in his hand.
Hardly had he touched the wharf when a hard-looking,
blear-eyed old man, in wretched habiliments, wobbled up to
him.
"What do you want 7" asked the voung man.
"Money. I'll carry your bag if you'll pay me somethini;r."
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"I don't want your help," replied the young- man, who ent the front room is vacant, and it makes a difference in her
<lid not regard the miserable object with much favor. "If income, which Burch and I try to make up as well as we can.''
"You say the front room is vacant? What kind of a
you wan't a drink, here's a dime. Go and blow yourself."
house is it? A tenement?"
He tossed the silver piece into the old fellow's hand.
"No. It's a small, old-fashioned private house, but awfully
"You're a real gent," said the old soak, in trembling- tones.
"You've saved my life." Than as h'e looked into the seedy and out at the elbows. It was built we don't know
stranger's face he ejaculated, with the some astonishment, how manv years ago. The locality was very respect~ble
once upon a time, so Mother Watson told us, but the neigh"Why, if it ain't Joe Onion, and with a new suit."
He turned and staggered off up the wharf toward a corner borhood has changed so that if the original dwellers came
back they wouldn't be able to r ecognize it. It is now on
gin-mill.
edge of the slums.''
The young man put down his bag, regarded the retreating the"I'm,.
looki:pg for room. I've a great mind to ash:: you to
bum with wonder, and then noticed the two boys close at pilot me around to ayour
place," said Clark.
hand.
"We'll do it with pleasure, if you'd care to put up there.
"He's a hard-looking character, isit't he?" he said.
You'll find Mother Watson all right. If you've any valuables
'·That's w~he is," replied Burch. "Do you belong to that they'll be safe under her roof-tree, for she's watchful
of her
Ve3sel ?"
lodger's interests. We'd be glad to have you, for you are
"I did belong to her," replied the young man, "but I've 'certainly a real gentleman, and we'll try to make things
iust parted company with her."
.
pleasant for you," said Ra.ndall.
"I suppose you were the mate," said Randall.
"All right,· my friends. I'll go around with vou and in"Why do you suppose that?" smiled the younl? man.
spect the place. · But maybe you're not anxious to go yet. I
"Because you don't look like a common sailor."
can await your pleasure," said Cla)lk.
"Thank you for the compliment, but you're wrong-. I
"We've seen all we want on this wharf, and we can walk
!!ame from Buenos Ayi·es in that brig, before the mast." ,
leisurely up South street together and take in the rest of
"You don't say," said Burch. "I wo\11dn't take you for a the sights as we go," said Randall. "Mother Watson's place
sailor, either. You look like a gentleman, somewhat in dis- isn't very far from the rjver, and we'll soon cut over there
g-uise."
as soon as we get abreast of it."
So the pair of Jacks and their new acquaintance walked
"Somewhat in disguise is good," laughed the young man.
"I am the son of a gentleman, and my father is a Buenos up the wharf to South street, a hundred yards away, then
.Ayres merchant. In fact, I may as well admit that he owns turning northward again, they slowly pursued their way
tlne~-quarters of that vessel, besides an interest in others." along the busy river front, pausing eve1 y block or two to
"Then why did you come here in her as a sailor. I shou '1d allow Clark to set down his heavy bag and rest his al'm.
tliink you'd have traveled as a passenger," said Randall,
in some surprise.
" It does seem a bit sUigular, doesn't it7" replied the young
CHAPTER V.
man, smilingly. "'I had my reasons, however. This is a big
town, isn't it?" he said, changing the subject.
.
BIRDS OF A FEATHER.
"You can gamble on it that it is," said Burch.
"I suppose you are native New Yorkers?"
At last the boys brought their new acquaintance to the
"You could stake your last cent on that and win," .l!rinned
home of Mothe1· Watson.
Burch.
"You see this isn't the finest neighborhocl in the world,"
"'l ou appear to be a couple of nice lads. May I ask your
said Randall.
names?"
"Well, if you boys can stand it I guess I can," replied
"Certainly. We're a pair of Jacks," said Randall.
··A pair of Jacks!" exclaimed the young stran,l!er. "I don't Clark.
"Here's the house. Looks a little frayed at the edges, and
ciuite catch on."
down at the heel, as I told you."
"That's what we're called in Wall Street. My name is Jack run
"Yes, but you can't always judge what's inside a book by
Handall and his is Jack Bw:ch."
cover," said Clark.
'·Oh, I perceive the connection," smiled the young man. its"I'll
bet you can't, and a fine-appearing lodging-house
•·Let me introduce myself. My name is Frank Clark.'~
gives a mighty chilly reception. I'll S?UaranteEi
"Glad to know you, Mr. Clark," said both the boys, holding sometimes
you'll have no fault to find with Mother Watson. She's as
out their hands.
honest and square as a die. Come inside."
The three shooks hands in a hearty way.
They ·entered the house and Burch went off to find the
•·Are you connected with Wall Street?" asked Clark.
old lady, who was down in the basement attending to he ..
' We are," replied Randall. "We are both messengers in domestic
concerns.
the same brokerage office. Here is our boss's card."
The boy told her they had found her a new lodger, and
"Th:µik you. Wall Street is the money center."
steered her up to the little dark sitting-room into which Ran"It certainly is," responded Burch.
had introduced Clark.
"I am very glad to have made your acQUaintance, Yoµ dall
Clark was shown the front bedroom, which was the best
!,ye some distance from here, I suppose?"
apartment in the house, and he agreed to take it on the terms
"Not such a great way. We don't belong to the upper ~~ed.
.
strata of society, nor do we rub elbows with the middle ten
He paid a week in advance and took immediate possession.
thousand. We live in a tough neig-hborhood on the lower
"You can send for your trunk on Monday," said Randall.
East Side, about half a mile from here, with a very nice old
"Haven't such a luxury," laug-hed Clark. "All my worldly
lady who has been, and is, a real mother to us."
possessions in this country are · in that bag."
''You interest me. Now I took you for a couple of well"From which I judge you didn't intend to stay lonl? away
connected boys. You certainly are very 1·espectably attired." from Buenos Ayres if you left there with so little baggage."
"'We have to dress up-to-date in Wall Street, for there we
"You're right. W~li, I'll be frank with you, boys, ·for I
associate with real gents, and must put on a front for the believe yo:u'll respect my confidence and perhaps you can
good of the office if nothing else. When we get home we heh> me accomplish the object of my visit."
dispense with these togs for less conspicuous clothes. It
"We certainly won't tell any tales out of school, Mr. Clark:
wouldn't do to hurt the feelings of the neighborhood that and if we can do you a favor you can count on us," said Ranknows us. When you're in Rome always do as the Romans dall.
do-that's_a good rule to follow, and prevents you from get"I believe you. Well, two objects brought me to New
tin.I! disliked," said Randall.
York. One was to find my brother."
"Upon my wo1·d, I rather like you chaps. You have a
"Find your brother!" exclaimed Randall.
free-and-easy way about you that is positively refreshing,
"Yes. My twin brother. He's almost as like me as one
and at the same time you appear to be pretty well educated. pea to another."
I'll swear there's nothing common about you, no matter where
"He must be a mighty good fellow, then."
you live.''
"On the contrary, I regret to say, he's just the opposite.
"We trv to do about the right thing- as near as we know The likeness between us is in resemblance only. He is the
how, Mr. Clark," said Randall. "That's the way Mo.ther Wat- black sheep of the family, and yet I cannot forget that he
son brought us up, She's a widow, who depends on Burch is my brother," said Clark, soberly.
and me, and a front-room lodger for a livin&'. Just at pres"So he's a hard case, iB he?"
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"You shall judge for yourself. From his boyhood up he
always leaned in the wrong direction. Many a scurvy trick
he pulled o:(f at school, and I suffered for it because he
Palmed it off on me, and we could be hardly told apart."
"That was rough on you," said Burch. "I should think
you ,would have put up a pretty big howl."
"Naturally, I objected to being made a punching-bag of,
as it were, but nevertheles as long as we went to school together I came in for the short end. Well, we'll pass over
· that unpleasant period. My father moved to Buenos Ayres,
and Tad and I went with him."
"Is your brother's name Tad?"
"Yes. We were put to work in the counting-room, and for
a while my brother behaved himself pretty decently. In
some respects he was cleverer than m'yself, and by apparent
attent ion to work he got our father to make him cashier.
That gave him the handling of the money. Before long I
discovered he was running with a fast Buenos Ayres set,
and that gambling was his chief diversion at nights. As he
lost of tener than he won he had to make good his losses out
of money belonging to the business."
"Did he try to lay that on you, too:?" asked Burch.
"'No, he couldn't. My father found him out one day, and
ther e was a hot time over it. He was told if he repeated
t he offence he would lose his job as cashier. Two weeks
later he failed to appear at the offic~. During the day my
father discovered that he had sailed for Rio de Janeiro on
a British ship. Then it was found that he had drawn a considerable sum of money from the bank on a forged check
a~d. of course. had taken it with him. My father was furious over his duplicity. He disowned Tad and cut him out
of his will. That was eight years ago, and we have never
heard from him direct. A few months ago I indirectly
learned t hat he was .in New York City-a wreck and a suspected criminal, living under a false name. I begged my
fat her to have him looked up and brought back. He refused.
He said that Tad had made his own bed and must lie in it.
Finally a r eason came up for my presence in New York. I
determined to kill two birds with one stone-to look my
brother up myself and reclaim him. My health not being extra, I decided to ship before the mast and rough it. The
experience has made a new man of me, and now I am here,
eager to begin my search for mv. ening brother."
"And where do you expect to find him?" asked Randall.
"I don't know, but from the clues I received the chances
are his stamping-grounds are the slums. There I shall make
my first efforts to find him."
"You'd better not go alone. Get a detective to pilot you
around."
'"I would rather not take an officer if I could avoid it. I
should think if vou boys accompanied me the three of us
could saf ely manage to get around."
"We can steer you around to some extent, but there are
places we wouldn't walk into for a farm," said Randall.
"Well, I don't want to run either you or myself into actual
danger," said Clark. "This is Saturday, and I should think
a good evening for us to take a look around the slums so
far as you think it advisable to venture. Wbat do you say?"
"I'm with you," replied Randall.
"And I'm on, too," said Burch.
So it was arrang·ed between them that they were to inspect a portion of the shy neighborhoods of the city after
dark.
At the time that. the pair of Jacks and their new acquaintance were talking in the second floor front room of
Mother Watson's house, two men walked into a shabby room
ff an equally shabby house, a few blocks away.
The man who owned the room as the tenant was a short,
chunky chap of perhaps twenty-five years •of age.
His name was Dick Dabney, and he was admitted to be one
of the cleverest young crooks in the city.
His companion was Hawkswo1·th, the man who left the five
D. & L. bonds with ·Mr. Davis for sale, though that name
was only a new alias he had adopted for the occasion.
His real name was Jem Dalton, and he was an English
crook as yet unknown to the New York police, except that
his photograph and record were on file at the detective bureau, having been sent on from Scotland Yard, London, with
a request that his whereabouts be ascertained, for it was suspected he was connected with a recent robbery. on a railway
train.
The city delectives were looking for him, but had no orders to arrest him as yet.
"Take a seat and make yourself miserable, J em," said
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Dabney, locking the door and then going- to a cupboard he
produced a bottle of spirits and a couple of glasses, which
he placed on the small table in the center of the room.
Both men drew up their chairs, alternately wured some
of the content:=; of the bottle into the glasses, a.nd then drank
each other's healths.
.
"So you say Dolan is on the case?" said Dabney.
"I judged so from his presence at the office of the brokers,"
replied Dalton, alias Hawksworth.
"He's · the sharpest sleuth in the bureau. We've got to
be wary."
"I have no reason to believe that he knows anything- about
me, but nevertheless I deemed it wise not to let him get
a good look at my face. · A chap can't be too cautious in our
business."
"That's what, Jem! Dolan never forgets a face. He's the
most dangerous man we are up against."
"Then why doesn't somebody put him out of the way?"
"It's been tried, but hasn't worked."
"Perseverance will land him in the long run."
"Well, w4at do you think of our chances of collecting the
five thousand?"
"I don't know. Davis has arrangetl to pay for the bonds
on Monday afte111oon at three, but now that I know Dolan is
on the job I'm kil).d of leary about keeping the engagement."
"You've got to keep it or we'll have to throw up the
scheme."
"I'll have to consider the chances between this and Monday."
"Five thousand dollars is a lot of money. We've made a
bold play for it, and it would be a pity to throw up our hands
when we seem to be on the ooint of winning. It's cursed
unlucky that Dolan is mixed up in it. If it was most any
other man I'd say we had a clear field."
1
"It's good we know he's on, at any rate. Forewarned is
forearmed."
/
The young crook nodded and replenished his glass.
"Look here, Dabney, you never told me where or how you
pinched those bonds. I think there ought to be perfect confidence between pals," said Dalton.
"Then I'll tell you now, for I've discovered that I •caught
two birds with one stone, and the second bird I think promises best of the two," said Dabney.
"Let's hear your story."
"One evening last week as I was strolling up the
Drive--"
"You mean Riverside?"
· "What else? I was pretty well strapped, and didn't know
where I was going to get the orice of a meal. The Drive
is a good place to air one's brains, particularly orl a breezy
night, when the wind sweeps across the river. As I was leaning against a tree facing one of the substantial mansions
that line the roadway, I saw what I took to be the family
come out, get into a waiting auto and drive away."
"]l,Jade you feel good to see a party of well-fed and wellto-do persons ·enjoying life when you were hungry, eh?"
la,ughed Dalton.
"I was thinking of something else."
""Wnat else?"
"I was wondering how many servants were left in the
house."
"Then the house had attractions for you?"
"It had a good deal of attraction f.or me a few minutes
later when I saw four persons, two men and two women,
come out and walk away. One of the men locked the door
in such a careful way that I jumped to the conclusion that
the olace was left to itself for the time being."
"That w:i.s very careless on the part of the servants, but
perhaps the house was well wired and connected with the
nearest oolice station."
"I didn't worry about such a thing. All I saw was an unusual chance to make a r;:tise, and I needed it badly enough."
"And you took advantage of it?"
"Well, say, do you think I would let a good thing get by
me? I had a .iimmy in my pocket, and ten minutes later I
was in the house."
"What did you pick up besides the bonds'?"
"Very little that I could carry away with ease. In lhe
dining-room I found a strong safe built into the wall. Of
course, that held the familv plate, and I had no more chance
of inspecting the interior than of flying. Jn the principal
bedroom upstairs I discovered another wall safe, and I figured that it contained all the madam's jewehy. If vou and
me had beep. there together, with the proper tools, we mi.szht
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have made a fine haul. The second safe was as much beyond
me as the one downstairs, and I had to .11:ive it up.''
"But you found the bonds in the house, didn't you?"
"Yes, in a tin box, unlocked, and carelessly shoved under
a lounge."
"A curious place for such valuable stuff when there were
two safes in the house to put them in.''
"I didn't lose any time thinking about that. I stuffed the
bonds in my pocket and shoved the box back under the
lounge. After pickin11: up a few triflin.11: objects, 'which I
have since pawned, I went downstairs .to the pantry and made
a good meal off the nice food I found there. Then I left the
house and walked away, feeling much better, for I was calculatin11: on what the bonds would fetch."
"You called on me and we figured out the plan which we
put into successful execution, and now only the shadow of
Dolan stands between us and the game," said the English
crook.
"Right you are, Jem. Now, while the first bird is simmerin.11: on the fire of expectation we'll talk about the second.''
"Did this second bird come out of the same house?"
"It did."
"You didn't mention the fact before.''
"A good thing will always keep."
"I am curious to learn what this good thing is,'' said Dalton.
"You couldn't guess if you cudgeled your wits for a month.''
"I thought it was a diamond ornament of some kind that
looked too valuable for you to undertake to pawn."
"Nothing of that sort."
"What was it, then?"
"Just a letter."
"A letter!" exclaimed Dalton.
"From an American merchant named Clark, in Buenos
Ayres, South America, to his old friend, Frederick Barnett,
of New York City. I found it among the bonds when I
looked them over in this room atfer my return from the
D1ive."
·"What was there about the letter that made it seem valuable to you? A draft for several thousands of dollars which
you are figuring on gettinl? cashed?"
"No. There was nothing but the news it contained.''
"News! How could that interest you?"
"It did interest me very much, Jem. After I had read
the letter twice I saw the possibilities it held for you and
me.''
"What possibilities?"
"You shall hear. It appears that Barnett, the man to
whom the letter was sent and whose house I entered on the
Drive, has a daughter whom h,e is anxious to marry to the
son of Clark."
"What about it?"
"There is this ll.bout it-the young lady is an heiress in
her own right ancf is willing to malTy young Clark, though
she has never seen anything more substantial of him than
his photo. The letter was an acceptance on old mali Clark's
nart of the Pl'OPOsition made through the girl's father, and
he stated that his son would sail directly for the States and
oresent himself to the girl for personal accepance with a
view to an immediate union."
"Say, Dabney, what are you getting at?" asked Dalton,
impatiently.
"It's coming," said Dabney.
"So is Christmas," growled the En.11:1ishman.
"Now I happen to know that Clark, of Buenos Avres, has
{wo sons, and one of them is right here in the city at this
moment."
"What if he is?"
"Those two young men are twins and look so near alike
that it's hard for one not well acquainted with them to tell
them apart."
"Well?" said Dalton, curiously.
"It may be some time yet before the expectant brideJrroom i·eaches this port as he is coming on a sailinl? vessel.
My idea is that you and I take the twin who is in town, put
him up to the good thing in J>ight and have him palm himself
off as his brother, marry the Barnett girl and thus feather
his nest with her money, provided, of course, that he binds
himself to pay us $10,000 apiece after he gets his flukes on
..
her dust."
"A verv nice scheme, Dabney, provided it could be worked.''
"It can be worked. Do you know who this twin is?"
"How should I?"
"His l"lal name is 'l'ad Clark, and he's a poor runt who has

Jrone to the dogs. He's been sent to the Island so often as a
vagrant that he must know every foot of ground over there.
The only clever thing he ever did was to rob his old man of
several thousand dollars when he fled from Buenos Ayres,
eight years ago. I've talked with him several times, and
while I find that he's willing to be crooked he lacks the nerve
to act. That's why he's on his uppers all the time.''
"I don't remember having seen him around our haunts."
"You have, and spoken to him, too."
"The name is not familiar to me. Does he travel under another?"
"He does."
"What is it?"
"Joe Onion.''
The English crook whistled.

CHAPTER VI.
THE ROOKERY.

That evening, Mother Watson, 11:enerous old soul, invited
her new lodger to dine with herself and the pair of Jacksher two boys, as she called them-in the little basement dining-room.
Clark accepted the invitation and the four sat up to the
table to partake of a juicy round steak, purchased specially
for the occasion, raw fried potatoes, bread and butter and
tea, topped off with cake and jelly.
The youn.11: man from Buenos Ayres declared that it was
the nicest meal he had had since leavin.11: home, and the boys
believed him from what they had heard of the fare served
out to foremast hands, even in these up-to-date clays, when
a sailor lives like a lord compared with old times.
Soon after the meal was over the two Jacks and Frank
Clark sallied forth together to stroll around the toug~ parts
of the lower East Side.
Randall and Bur~h were dressed in clothes much the worse
for wear, while the young man had on the woollen shirt and
the cheap 11uit he wore when he left the brig. ·
They walked around the streets without attractin"' an-y
particular attention for a couple of hours, and during this
time the boys piloted their new acquaintance through some
.
very hard localities.
They were passing a low groggery, before the entranc_e of
which a number of tough denizens of the vicinity. were lounging, when one of the crowd shouted:
"Hello, Joe, you must have struck it rich all at once. What
lay are you on?"
. The remarks were clearly addressed to Clark, and the
speaker spoke as if he knew him.
"Are you talking to me?" asked the somewhat surprise(!
youn11: man.
"Who else, ID'' pippin? Why, you're lookin' as fine as silk;
and as fat as butter 'longside what vou did the othe1· clay.
.,ame me if vou look like the same chap. If I \Vasn't dead
sure that you're Joe Onion I'd think you were somebody
else.''
Clark stared at the rough-looking young man and for a
moment or two was greatly puzzled, then suddenly the truth
flashed across his brain-this fellow mistook him for his
twin brother.
It was clear to him that his brother was known in that
•
neighborhood.
"So you think I'm Joe Onion, eh?" said Clark, looking the
chap _squarely in the face.
The expression in the speaker's face was new to the tough,
as was the voice.
"Why, who in thunder are you if you ain't Onion?"
growled the fellow. "You've got his mug, I'll swear."
"I'm his brother.''
"His brother! Never knew Onion had one. You're givin'
me taffy, I guess. Trying to pretend you ain't Joe, 'cos
you've made a stake somewhere and are puttin' on a bit of
I style. It won't work with this chicken. I wasn't born yesterday.''
"You're wrong, my friend. I'rri not Joe Onion, but his
brother Frank. I'm looking for him. You'll do me a great
favor if you'll tell me where I'm likely to find him. I want
to meet him the worst way.''
Clark spoke so earnestly that the tough could not but un·
derstand that things we1·e not what they seemed to him.
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"Well, if you're his brober you're the dead image of him
in the face," he said.
"There's nothing strange about that, considering we are
twins," replied Clark.
.. Twins, eh? Well. I'll be jiggered. And your name is
Frank. It's funny Joe never told me he had
brother. So
you want to meet him?"
"Very much."
"Will you stand beer for the crowd if I take you where he
generally hangs out?"
·
"I will," replied Clark, eagerly.
"It's a bargain. Follow us inside her°e and stump up."
"Come in with me," said Clark to the two Jacks. "This is
a tough joint."
The boys followed their friend and the rough bunch in and
stood back while the others ordered beer.
"My nll,!!le is Sullivan," said the tough to Clark. "Don't
your friends drink?"
"No."
"What's their names? I've seen them before somewhere
around here."
Clark told him the name:;; of his companions.
"Where do you hang out?" asked Sullivan. "You look as
if you'd beep. to sea.''
Clark informed him where he was lodging, and admitted
that he had just come off a sea-going vessel.
"If you're ready we'll hike along," said Sullivaµ, after all
hands l\.ad imbibed.
Telling his cronies that he would be back after a while,
he, Clark and the boys started off together.
"Where are you taking us to?" asked Clark.
"Where? Why to the Roo~ery, of course. That's where
your brother hangs out most of the time when he ain't taking
a vacation on the Island."
-"That's a fierce joint,.Mr. Clark," whispered Randall. "It's
the worst place in this part of town, and dangerous for
strangers to venture into."
"But if my brother is there," said Clark, "I care not for
the danger. You lads can wait outside for me."
"We don't desert you if you're determined to go in. Burch
and me have nerve enough to go anv·where that's ·necessary."
Clark had no chance to reply as Sullivan remarked:
"You'll be taken for your brother the moment you poke
your face inside the Rookery unless he's there, and if he is
the crowd will have a fit when they look at the pair of you."
"I've heard that my brother is in hard luck," said Clark.
"Couldn't be in much worse. But it's his own fault."
"How so?"
"He ain't got nerve enough to pinch the price of a square
meal if he saw it under his nose and no one lookin'."
"I'in glad to hear that he's not a thief, though he did-but
no matter."
"If they are your sentiments don't let it out in the Rookery or some of the gang might not like it. They're all freeand-easy chaps, and ;;ome of them have tidy records. Besides, you're likely to meet a veteran or a second-story artist
who"s done time more'n once uo the river. Ikey Bates, who
runs the place, used to be on easy terms with the magistrates
at thE'. Tombs, but he's reformed, so he says, and doesn't do
anythmg now that's not strictly on the level. At any rate,
t~e cops don't interfere with him, for he comes up with his
divvr . as r~gular as clockwork. He's a wise guy, Ikey is;
and 1f he am't worth a bunch of coin it ain't his fault."
They walked down the block half way and then Sullivan
halted before y;-hat looked to be an ordinary groggery.
Over the doorway was a sign lit by dim gas-jets, which
read, "The Rookery."
It was a notorious place, well known to the police. but
never molested because the proprietor paid for "protection."
The saloon was little more than a blind, for the Rookery
proper was behind the cross partition, and beyond a number
of small rooms, furnished with table~ and chairs, erockery
match-holders and irreasy packs of cards for the convenience
of customers who dropped in to play for the drinks.
There was a noisy crowd of hard characters in the saloon,
and a red-faced, tough-looking barkeeper waiting on them
in his shirt sleeves, though the weather was cool enough
on the street for an overcoat.
Most of those present didn't own such a garment, nor did
they greatly need one, since they were accustomed to loaf
around indoors where there was a· stove.
"Here's the joint," said Sullivan to Clark. "Stick .close to
me."
The four entered in a bunch
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Thev were noticed at once by the crowd in the saloon, but
a s Sullivan was known as a .regular visitor, and park and
the boys were under his wing, nobody paid particular attention to them.
Sullivan led the way to a door.
Passing through this they found themselves in a narrow
passage, off which four doors . opened into the little cardrooms, only one of which was occupied then.
.
At the end of the 'passage another door admitted them directly into the room called the Rookery.
It was merely a good-sized oblong apartment fitted with
chairs and a couple of pool tables, and lighted by smoky
gas-jets, unprotected by globes.
The papered walls and calcimined ceiling were discolored
with smoke and dirt.
A few cheap sporting prints were suspended against the
wall, and torn copies of a notorious weekly, chiefly devoted
to pugilistic matters, were lying about.
Perhaps a dozen boys and young men Qf disreputable appearance were either playing pool or seated near the tables.
All hands were smoking villainous cigars or cigarettes, and
half-emptied glasses standing on the railing of the pool tables
showed that drinking was also a part of the entertainment.
Ikey Bates, the proprietor, a rat-faced little man, sat
perched behind l'1' tall, narrow desk or rostrum against a side
wall facing the tables. ·
He was the presiding genius of the room and he maintained a semblance of order when his customers got too gay,
by l)ounding on his desk with a stout cudgel.
As Sullivan and his companions entered, one of the games
was finished and Ikey, finding that the loser didn't come to
time quick enough, shouted out, after pounding on his rostrum: ·
"Mind, I expect every gent as is a gent, and plays pool
here, to pay for the table at the end of each game, and no
mistake."
That brought up the delinquent to settle at his desk.
At the same time Ikey's sharp eyes did not fail to note the
advent of Sullivan and the three strangers.
He peered over at Clark in some surprise, not to say perplexity, for he thought the newcomer was Joe Onion.
His surprise and perplexity •vere due to the f!j.ct that the
person known to the Rookery as Onion bad only left the
room fifteen minutes before, looking like the tramp and
miserable object he was.
Now to see what appeared to be Onion returning, togged
out in fairly decent clothes, with a well-fed look in place of
his customary famished one, got his goat.
It also got the goat of the crowd, ai:J.d all present stared at
Clark in no small wonder, ignoring the presence of the two
Jacks entirely.
"Hello. Sully!" shouted a chap named Smith. "What's
hanoened to Joe? Where did he get togged out?"
With a shout, the whole bunch made for the newcomers.
"Hey, keep off! This ain't Joe Onion, but his twin
brother," said Sullivan.
"What's that? His twin brother!" cried Smith.
The crowd stopped and stared in astonishment.
"Why,' he's de picter of Joe," said one of the pool players.
"Where is Joe?" asked Sullivan. "We've come to find
him."
"He ain't here, unless dat's him wi' you, and de pair of yet
are pullin' off some game on us," said one of the crowd.
"No game at all, mv pippins," said Sullivan. "This is
Joe's brother, just come to town 'board a ship, and wants to
find his brother. So he ain't here? Was he here to-night?"
"Yes," replied Smith. "He left a while ago to hunt for
somethin' to eat. Said he hadn't had a bite all day; but he
always says that. So this is his brother? What's vour first
name, cully?"
·
"Frank," replied Clark':
"Frank Onion, eh? Now that I see you closer I can tell
that you ain't Joe, though you look mighty like him. You
look like a gent beside him. Now you're here we expect you
to treat the house," said Smith.
Sullivan looked at Clark, significantly, which was as much
as to say he'd have to ante up.
The young man said he'd stand the beer around.
"Ten beers. Ikey!" cried Smith. "Better order one fot
yourself and see what Sullivan and his friends are goin' to
take."
Bates was prompt to act on the order.
He expected it would come, and pushed :m electric button
behind him.
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A waiter from the bar outsid; appeared.
He carried off an order for twelve beers and a cigar, as
Clark declined to drink, and the pair of Jacks didn't.
Sullivan, Clark and the boys sat down, for the information
was supplied them that Joe Onion would surely be back as
:soon as he had connected with a free lunch counter, or had
1->unhandled somebody for the piice of a beef stew.
Clark shuddered as he looked around the den and realized
t\lat this was the stamping-ground of his twin brother, and
these young ruffians bis boon associates.
"Where does he sleep?" he asked Sullivan.
The tough grinned.
Most of this bunch sleep in a stable in the rear when
they're not on the Island. Your brother hangs out with
them."
At that moment the beer appeared and was passed around.
• Be careful, gents, and don't slop the tables," warned the
proprietor, as several slapped their glasses on the edge of
the pool tables.
"Why don't yer hire a nigger waiter to hold dem for us?"
asked one of the toughs, sarcastically,
Somebody shied a bit of cue chalk at Bates on the sly
which took him on the nose.
"Who did that?" roared the proprietor pounding on his
rostrum
'
A cho rus of laughter and 21lying remarks was all the satisfaction he received.
Then one of the toughs emptied half of bis beer down the
neck of another as he started to make a shot in the game,
and that brought on a scrap between them, which Bates t ried
to put an end to by coming forward and tapping both the
i;crappers on the head with his club.
Smith took advantage of the chance to deluge the proprietor's back with beer and then crawl under one of the
tables.
A general rumpus looked imminent to the visitors when
the door opened and in walked Jim Dalton and his pal, Dick
Dabney.
'
"Hello,. Bates, my beauty, what's the row about in this
. highly respectable establishment of youl's ?" asked Dabney,
in a jocular tone.
The appearance of the newcomers brought the rumpus to
a stop, for they were recognized as high tobers, or experient.ed professional crooks, and were respected and looked up
to m consequence.
"Gr:~t S~ott, Burch!" whispered Randall, ~·ecognizing Dalton. Thats Haw~sworth-th~ man who left the stolen D. &
L. bonds at our office for sale. '
"Hawksworthl" returned Burch. "You're dreaming. He
was a gentleman, with a long, silky mustache, and the swellest of clothes; while this chap-"
"It's Hawksworth. He's changed, but I know him."
"What makes you so su1·e of that?"
''The white skull and cross-bones ring on his little finger."
Burch looked, saw and gasped.
It was Ha ksworth, after alll
0

CHAPTER VII.

•

StlMETHING DOING IN THE ROOKERY.

At that moment Dabney saw Sullivan, Clark and the pair
of Jacks seated against the wall.
He nodded to the former and then bis eyes rested on Clark
in not a little astonishment.
The crook thought he was looking at Joe Onion, the person
he and Dalton had come there to meet, and he was surprised
at the improvement in the presumed Onion's personal appearance.
"Why, blow me, Joe," he cried, walking over, "if you
haven't cabbaged a suit after all; and I never saw you look
bette,r. Tip us your handle and let's hear how you hit the
fickle goddess that's given you the cold shoulder these months
past."
"My friend," replied Clark, "you are in error. I'm not the
pernon you call Joe Onion.
"What! You're not Joe Onion? Oh, come now, don't try
to fool me, my trump. I've seen you too often in your old
rags to fail to recognize you in your new ones. Did you
muster up enough spunk at last to pinch somebody's clothes?
I'm beginning to believe that there's the makiil'a of a man
in you, after all."

••
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"He's givin' it to you straight, Dabney," interjected Sullivan. "He isn't Joe Onion. He's his twin brother, just arrived in town 'board a ship."
Dabney stared at Clark.
The crook was the only one of all the Yisitors to, and
habitues of, the Rockery to whom Tad Clark had confided his
real identity and life history.
Dabney knew that Tad had a twin brother named Frank
who was with his father in Buenos Ayres, an<l, as we have
shown in a previous chapter, he knew from the letter which
came into his hands with the five D. & L. bonds he stole
from the i·esidence of Mr. Barnett, on Riverside Drive, that
Frank Clark, the twin brother, was on his wav to New
York aboard a sailing vessel to meet and wed, in all probability, the young lady picked out for him.
Quick as a flash Dabney realized that he was now face
to face with the real stumbling-block in the way of the
scheme that he and Dalton had mapped out to put through
for their own benefit, with the help of Tad Cla1•k, whom they
had confidently expected to win over by the dazzling future
they were P?tting in his way.
.
.
It was qmte clear to tI1e rascal that ~his twin had come
to the Rookery to meet his brother; and it was also clear to
him that if the brothers met the scheme that he and Dalton
had hatched up was certain to fail.
In fact, i.t was ~oomed to fail anyway, now that F'1·ank
Clark was m the city, unless he and Dalton took extraordinary means for preventing the ~ewcomei: fro1!1 ma~ng himself known at the Barnett mansion on Riverside. Dr1ve.
Tha~ the young m~n h~d not yet presented. h1msel~ the~·e
he believed from ~ulhvan s words that he had .iust arrived m
town aboard a ship.
. D~bney wa~ a resourceful and wide-awake sca~1p, and ~t
d1dn t take him more than a few seconds to decide on his
course of action.
Holding out his hand a second time, for Clark had not
taken it the first time, he said, with a particularly friendly
air:
"Well, this is a surprise to me. I'm glad to know the
brother of Tad Clark."
Frank looked at him in surprise.
•
"Then you know that Joe Onion is not my brother's real
.name?" he said.
·
"Oi course I do," replied Dabney, cheelfully. "Your brother
and me have been pals these manv moons."
At those words, Sullivan looked his surprise.
He had always supposed that Joe Onion was that person's
real name, and therefore had taken it for granted that the
young sailor be bad brought to the Rookery was Frank
Onion.
Now it appeared that the name of the twins was Clark
and that Joe was Tad.
'
"You know then that Tad came here from Buenos Ay1es?"
said Frank. '
'
·
"Of course I know it. And I know that your old man is
a merchant in the hide export business at that place. I
know another thing, too," said Dabney, significantly, "but
may be you wouldn't care for me to. mention it."
"I suppose you mean what Tad did when he suddenly left
Buenos Ayres eight years ago?" said Clark.
"The forged check at the bank-oh, yes! Tad told me all
about it. He never pulled anything like that off here, that
I've heard of. If he had he'd have been living like a gentleman instead of--"
.
"Living like a gentleman!" said Clark, bitterly. "He would
have been sent to prison like a common felon."
Dabney's eyes snapped at this incautious speech.
"Cut it out!" whispered Sullivan, thumping Clark in the
ribs, "or you'll land in the sewer."
"I see we differ on the subject," said Dabney, with a grin.
"Well, we won't quarrel over it. Let me introduce you to my
friend Dalton. Jem, come here. This is Tad Clark's brother
Frank, just arrived in town. We must make things pleasant
for him," he said, with a meaning look, which the English
crook understood.
"Glad to know you, Clark," said Dalton, offering his band.
Frank couldn't return the sentiment, but he knew it would
not be good policy to give offence, so he shook hands with
the crook.
•
"Bates," he said, in a low tone, "chase the crowd away
from the tables. I want to use the trap. Then get Sullivan
and those two strange boys out. Here, Smith."
"At your service, Dabney," said Smith, obsequiously.
"Go outside and waylay Joe Onion. Don't let him in here
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under any circumstances till I tip you the office. Understand?"
"I twig," replied Smith, starting for the door.
"Swift," said Dabney, to another young tough.
"Here I am," replied Swift, with deference.
"Dalton and I have a bit of game on with the chap who's
the brother of Onion. There'll likely be trouble in the room
f in a few minutes. Tip the boys off. They'll understand
• what's expected of them."
"I know," winked Swift. "Leave it to me."
"Bates,'' said Dabney, as Swift began circulating among
tl:e crowd, putting the toughs wise to what was on the tapis.
"What is it, Dabney?"
"Have you given orders about Sullivan and the boys?"
"Just done so."
"Good! Now get on your seat and put your foot on the
gas-cock. The moment our man is forced down the trap
you'll douse the lights."
"All right, Dabney. Whatever you say goes with me."
Thus in a brief space of time Dabney, the sharpest crook
in New York, had laid his plans like a shrewd commander
about to null off a strategical move. and was ready for action.
In the meantime, Dalton, with a sudden shock, had recognized the two boys as the messengers connected with the
Wall Street office of Davis & Green.
Their common clothes, so different from the neat, up-tod11te suits worn by them at the office, told the suspicious
crook that they were there in disguise and for a purpose.
He believed their p1·esence was a move on Detective Dolan's part, directed at himself.
As Dabney approaehed he stopped him and took him aside.
"See those boys with Sullivan and Clark?" he said.
"Yes. They'll be out of here in a minute. · Sullivan is
getting the tip now to chase them."
"I want to tell you something. I recognize those lads as
the messengers connected with the Wall Street office where
I left the bonds."
"You do!" cried Dabnev, in surm·ise.
"Yes. 'l'hey're here in disguise, and there is no doubt in
my mind that Dolan sent them in here with certain instruct:ons. Probably he's outside with a pal or two, waiting for
their report. •They mustn't leave the building till after we
are gone. U nderstal\d?"
"Are you sure of their identity??" asked Dabney.
"Positive. I saw them both in Wall Street each time I
was there."
"This is awkward; but no matter. I'll .fi,x matters with
Bates, then we'll tackle our man."
At" that moment the door opened and the old soak who
had shuck Clark on the wharf for a chance to earn the price
0f a drink and tl1ought he recognized the youn11: man as Joe
Onion, came shuffling into the room.
His bleary old eyes singled out the young sailor who had
won his gratitude with a dime.
Outside in the barroom he had heard something which
told him that the sailor was in the Rookery and in danger.
He shambled over to where Clark and the boys had been
left by themselves for a few minutes.
"So you're not Joe Onion, but his brother?" he said.
"You're his dead picture, and I took you for him on the
wharf. You done me a · kindness and ·now I'll return it.
You've got to get out of this place as fast as you can, for
you're in danger from Dabney and his pal, Dalton. Your
brother is outside, but is bein' prevented from comin' in.
The high' tobers, that's Dabney and Dalton, are playin' to
keep you apart for some reason. They have some game on,
and they are dangerous chaps, take my word for it. You'll
never be able to ·a-et. out the way you come in. If you made
a breQ.k for the dooi' you'd be stopped before you could reach
the saloon. See that door in the rear? It leads to Ikey
Bates' rooms. There's a passageway that will take you
through to the back door opening on the yard. Scale the
fence and you'll find yourself in an alley. That will take you
into the next street, and if you're seen it will be supposed you
·
'are sneakin' from detectives."
"But,'' said the surprised and sLartled Clark, "we'll be
stopped before we can reach the door you mentioned."
"It's a risk, but you've got to face it. I'll help you. The
gas-meter is under Bates' desk. I'll stag.i<er over and fall
against him. I'll reach down and turn off the gas. Then
vou must start, and be sure you make no mistake. The
rrowd will think you are still here, and when they find you
ain't they'll figure you've gone for the front door. That

ought to l(ive you all the time you need, for I'll hold the
gas-cock down as long as I can. Now, then, let you and 1
your young- friends be ready to move the instant the liitht
goes out."
With those words, the old soak stag-irered toward Bates'
desk.
"We seem to be in a tight fix, my lads," said Clark. "I
can't imagine why those chaps want to k~ep my brother away
from me, but there appears to be some object behind it.
Keep your eyes on that door, yonder, and when the lights g0
out we must keep close together and steer for it, trustinJ:!: to
luck to make our escape."
"That old bum is a pretty decent chap to warn us," saidj
Randall. "That dime you gave him on the wharf was a
mighty good investment."
"'Yes. He's reached the desk and is sprawling over thel
proprietor. Now, then, be ready to make a move. We'll
pass near the desk for the roughs are scattered about this
end of the room, except the two or three at the tables.''
As he spoke, the room was suddenly enveloped in darkness.
"Come,'' said Clark, catching Randall by the arm, while \he
boy grabbed Burch.
In that order they moved quickl" toward the rear door.
The dousing of the light had created some surprise and
confusion.
.. What's the matter with you, Bates? Turn on the t?asr
shouted Dabney. "Look to the door, my bullies. Let no
one pass.''
There was a shuffling of feet, muttered exclamations and
the sounds of a struggle at the desk and a string of imprecations from Bates.
In the midst of the confusion and excitement, Clark and
the pair of Jacks reached the rear door, passed into the corridor beyond and shut the door after them.
1

CHAPTER VITI.
WHAT HAPPENED AT THE OFFICE.

The entry was as dark as pitch, but Clark pushed ahead
without hesitation, with the boys in tow.
The young man from Buenos Ayres finally ventured to
strike a match, and the three saw the back door before them.
Turning the key, Clark led the way outside, and then reversing the key in 'the lock, secured the door on the outside,
in orde1· to cover their retreat.
They were now in a small yard filled with rubbish.
An empty whisky-barrel assisted them over the fence into
the alley beyond, and two minutes later they were in the n~1;
street.
'
Clark gave up all hope of meeting his brother 'that night,
and the three made haste to get out of that danger-neighborhood.
"You must get the police to bring him to you, Mr. Clark,"
said Randall, as they hurried along toward Mother Watson'f;
house.
"I suppose I'll have to after to-night's adventure," replied
Clark.
"Come down to our office on Monday afternoon and !'11 1
introduce Y,OU to Detec~ive Nolan when he calls at three. You
can consult with him about your brother. They say he's one
of the smartest officers on the police force.''
"I will,'' said Clark.
In a fe,v minutes mo.re they were safe inside the Watson
house.
As it was late, they postponed any further talk-the younit"
man g·oing to his room and the pair of J ack_s to theirs.
Next day, Clark confided to the boys his second object in
coming to the city-the chief one, .as a matter of fact--to
make the acquail\tance of the young lady he hoped to wed,
and her family.
"Before I introduce myself to the BarneLts T wish to win
my brother away from his low life and connections," he said.
"Although our father has cast him out, l feel that it is my
duty to try and save him if l can. If he will make an effort
to turn over a new leaf and refonn his life, I will leave TIO
stone unturned to reinstate him in my father's good grace,;,
and in that case he will have the chance to bury t.he unfortunate past forever behind him.''
Sunday afternoon, Randall and Burch showed Clark around
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the more important sections of New York, and the evening
was passed in his room.
At the usual hour the boys appeared at the office next
rno1-ning.
They had news to communicate to their chief boss, and
afterwards to Detective Dolan-the intelligence that Mr.
Hawksworth was a crook named J em Dalton, and that they
had encountered him at the notorious resort called the Rookery. on Saturday night.
This, they expected, would be surprising news to both Mr.
Davis and the sleuth, little suspecting. that Dolan had already
pretty closely hit the truth about the bond scheme.
,
"Say, Burch," said Randall, who had been studying the
market report, "here's a chance for us to get in on the market again.''
"On what?" asked his friend, with some interest.
"On L. & C. It's going up, and as it's a good stock, I
propose we pool our coin and make a deal. We ought to
make something out of it."
"I'm on. I'll get my funds out of the safe by and by and
you can put the deal through as soon as you get the chance
to tro to the little bank," replied Burch. •
"All right," said Randall, and the matter was so arranged
between them.
,
When Mr. Davis reached the o:fl'ice, Randall went in to assist him ofl' with his overcoat, as he usuallv did.
"Mr. Davis," he said, "I've a bit of news that I think will
:-u 111rise you."
"What is it, Randall?" asked the broker.
"l've discovered that Mr. Hawksworth, the party who left
the five D. & L. bonds with you for sale, is not the gentleman you perhaps take him for.''
"Indeed!" smiled the broker.
"Yes, sir. He is not a gentleman at all, but a professional
crook named Dalton."
"How did you find that out?"
"By accident, sir. :Surch and I were in one of the toughest
rlives in the lower East Side on Saturday night, and that's
where we saw him, in company with another dangerous chap
in the same trade."
"How came you and Burch to go to such a resort?" asked
the broker, with a frown, fo1· it seemed to him that his messengers ought to steer wide of such places.
"That will require some explanation which I will give you
if you have the time to listen to me."
·
"I will listen, for the information you have i;riven me is
quite important, and goes to confirm Detective Dolan's theory
that the bond business was a put-up job from the start," said
Mr. Davis.
"That is the opinion that Burch and I have fo1med since
we discovered the real identity of Hawksworth," replied the
boy.
Randall t~n told the broker about their meeting with
Frank Clark at one bf the East River piers, and how they
had struck up a friendship with him.
·
"Although he is the son of a wealthy Buenos Ayres merchant, he came here as a common sailor, for his health,"
went on Randall. "He is well able to put up at a firstclass hotel, for he has a draft on a Wall Street bank for a
considerable sum, but because of his determination to find
his brother, who has gone to the dogs, and is a tramp in the
slums, he decided to take a room at Mother Watson's, where
Burch and I live. On Saturday night he induced us to take
him ar<!und the lov.: neighborhood in o,ur ward, in the hope
of runmng across his brother. We learned from a tough we
ean across that his brother was accustomed to hang out at
lhe Rookery, one of the worst and most dangerous dives in
the city. We warned our new friend of the character of the
olace, but he determined to go there, and we wouldn't let him
iro in alone."
Randall then described their visit to the dive, and all that
happened to them there, which, of course, included the encounter with the bogus Hawksworth and his pal, Dabney.
Mr. Davis listened to his messenger's recital with much
interest.
"You three were very fortunate in making your escape as
you did. You can thank thti old man who warned you of
your peril for getting you all out of a very bad predicament," said the broker. "As Hawksworth, or Dalton, as
vou say his real name is, saw you both in this offic.} he must
riave recognized you in the dive, though he was probably too
~harp to let you see that he did. He may have suspected
~hat you had a different ob.iect in visitinR" the Rookery than

that of merely accompanying Clark in his search after his
brother."
"We had no other object, sir," replied Randall.
"That may be true enough, but it is natural that Hawksworth, recognizing you as the messengers connected with
this office, might have thought you were sent into the Rookery for a purpose by Detective Dolan, whom he knows is '
on the bond case. He knew that if you identified him as
the man who left the bonds here for sale that his game
was up. As he couldn't afford to take the risk, it is probable
that his purpose was to detain you boys as p1isoners until he
put the scheme through or gave it up as a failure .."
"As we made our escape, I guess he'll let the bond plot
go by default, for I don't think he wil! dare call here again,"
said the boy.
"That remains to be seen. I have an engagement with
him at three, when he is supposed to call to receive the value
of the stolen bonds. If he should have the nerve to call,
Detective Dolan, who will be on hand, will arrest him."
Mr. Davis then turned to his morning mail and Randall
returned outside.
At eleven o'clock, when Randall was sent to the Exchange,
he took the time to run up to the little bank on Nassau street
and buy 200 shares of 0. & H. stock for Burch and his own
mutual account, at the market plice of 75.
A friendly broker had tipped him off to a coming rise in
the stock, and he and Burch never let a good thing get awa y
from them if they could help it.
When three o'clock drew near, Randall wai;; sent with the
day's deposit to the firm's bank, but Burch was in the office
waiting to be called on for service.
Detective Dolan, this time disguised in a ministerial garb
of black, with side-whiskers and a sanctimonious air, appeared and was admitted into the private room.
He presently came out and sat in a chair near a window,
with a copy of a well-known i·eligious weekly in his hands,
which appeared to occupy his attention.
A few minutes before three, two strangers, with bronzed
faces, dressed in ready-made store clothes, that smacked of
a country store, came in and looked around, like men not
familiar with Wall Street offices.
The detective took them in as Burch advanced to inquire
their business.
Dolan was satisfied that neither was the man he was there
to meet, for Dalton, as he now knew Hawksworth to be,
would not present himself in other than his original disguise.
While Burch was talking to the visitors, or rather to one
of them, for the other evinced an open-mouthed interest in
the ticker and the tape that was dropping out through a
slot in the glass top into a wicker basket beside the machine,
the door opened again and Hawksworth came in as bold as
though he was the most honest man in the world.
The sleuth saw him on the instant, and divined that he
had a man of nerve to deal with, and one whose arrest would
give him some trouble; but he knew his duty and was prepared to execute it.
He had ·a warrant in his pocket for the arrest of John
Doe, alias Hawksworth, and he intended to land the crook in
the Tombs.
He made no move to do anythimr as yet.
Hawksworth looked around the room and his eyes lighted
on the boR'US minister.
In an instant he made up his mind that that person was
Detective Dolan in disguise.
!fe had .not expected to meet the detective at the office on
this occasion. However, he and Dabney had made their plans
with that risk in view.
They were pla~ing for a high stake, and had to take
1
chances.
Had Dolan really felt confident that Hawksworth would
appear that afternoon, and had he known before he reached
the office that Hawksworth was certainly Jem Dalton alias
the Tiger, the English crook whose record showed him' to be
a. very dangerous man, he· would have taken extra precautions.
As it was, the detective realized t~at he had his work cut
out for' him.
"Is Mr. Davis in?" Hawksworth asked Burch.
B;urch, who had not believed that the rascal would call
agam, was a bit staggered on seeine: him, but he replied
coolly, that the broker was in his room
'
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"Then take my name in, please," said the disguised crook,
with the an· of a ,g-entleman of business.
"r ei:;, su·;' said .t1u1ch, castinl!.' a sidelonl!.' l!.'lance at the
detective, who seemed entirely absorbed in the religious
newspaper.
l 'he boy went into the senior partner's room and closed the
door.
"Hawksworth is outside, sir," he said.
Mr. Davis uttered an exelamation of surprise.
He had not expected the rascal to call.
"Burch," he said, in a whisper, "where is Mr. Dolan?"
"!::l1ttml!.' outside, readinl!.' a paper," replied the young messenger. "By the way, sir, there are a couple of farmers from
Loni!.' Island outside who came in ahead of Itawksworth. I
can't make out just what they want, unless it is information
about the Red Gopher Mine. One of them told me that he
bought 1,000 shares, and he wants to know what it's worth."
"Well, that's Mr. Green's business."
"l know it, but Mr. Green is out."
"Well, tell them to wait. Send Hawksworth in. Mr. Dolan
has recol!.'nized him, of course."
"Jf he hasn't it would be very funny."
"Where is Randall?"
"Over to the bank. He'll be back in a few minutes."
"Let Hawksworth come in and then hand this paper to the
.
detective."
Burch retumed to the reception-room and held the door
partly open.
"Walk in, Mr. Hawkswo1·th," he said.
The crook entered the · room and closed the door.
Burch then stepped up to Detective Dolan and passed him
.
the note.
As the sleuth took it his sharp eyes saw that the eyes of
one of the recent two callers was on him with a peculiar
stare.
Quick as a flash the sleuth comprehended that the two visit.ors were confederates of Dalton.
They had come there to protect their associate and cover
his movements.
Thinl!.'S threatened to be more strenuous than he had expceted.
He calmly r«>ad the · note, tore it into little pieces and
,
dropped it on · the floor.
Crossinl!.' his lei!.' in a leisurely way he laid the paper on
it- and across the white space above the title wrote the followinl!.':
"Telephone this message to the Oak street police station:
'Send patrol wagon and three men to office of Davis &
Green, - Wall Street, without an instant's delay.
"Dolan.'"
-Bu.rch was ·watchinl!.' him, expectinl!.' to see him make a
move toward the private room, and when Dolan looked up he
cal,ll!.'ht the bov's eve.
The detect.ive .l!.'ot up and handed the paper to Burch.
"Read," he said, in a whisper.
Burch read and understood.
The country visitors separated at that moment, one of
them goinl!.' toward the corridor door, the other walking
toward a mininl!.' map suspended al!.'ainst the wall.
Burch started to enter the counting-room when the latter
suddenly stepped between him and the gate.
"I want to ask v~u a auestion," he said.
"Wait till I come back," said Burch.
"t am in a hurry," said the man.
"You'll have to wait."
The man snatched the paper from his hand and read what
,
the detective had written.
"Sit down, vounl!.' man," he said, pushinl!.' Burch back
toward the ticker.
. Dolan, who was watching both men altemately, saw that
the crisis had arrived.
He spranl!.' at the rascal who had snatched the paper. seized
him by the wrist and shoved his revolver in his face.
"Your l!,'ame is up!" he said. "If your companion moves
another foot this way I'll shoot you in self-defense.''
Both men were stal!,'gered by the rapiclity of action on the
part of the detective, and for a moment neither moved.
"Send that mess'al!,'e, Burch," saicl the sleuth, incisively.
The man held by Dolan was Dabney, thoul!.'h owinl!.' to his
disl!,'Uise the detective did not recognize his identity,
As Burch started to obey, Dabney, realizinl!.' that the situ-

at.ion had become desperate, suddenly ducked his head and
dashed up his fist.
As the revolver exploded he smashed Dolan in ' the face,
stretchinl!.' him out on the floor.
The weapon well out of the detective's hand and Dabney,
k.ickinl!.' it toward his companion, laid hold of Burch.
The shot naturally startled the occupants of the countingroom and created intense excitement.
At that moment Randall opened the door and dashed into
the room.
·
He took in the situation at a glance.
He saw Dabnev's companion reach for the revolver.
He l!.'ave the fellow a shove that sent him tumblinl!.' on the
floor and picked up the weapon himself.
Then coverinl!.' Dabnev with the revolver. he said, in a
resolute tone:
"Let go of that boy, you rascal, or I'll put a ball into
you!"

CHAPTER IX.
THE ESCAPE OF THE CROOKS.

As Randall spoke, Hawksworth appeared at the door of
the private room and took in the situation.
The disl!,'Uised rascal that the boy had bowled over
scrambled on his feet and flashed out a revolver.
"Look out for that other man!" cried Burch. "He's pulled

a iun."

Randall removed his eves from Dabney because of Burch's
warninl!.' cry and saw the fellow in the act of covering him
with his weapon.
QuiclC as a wink be swunl!.' his revolver around and fired at
the fellow.
The bullet struck his fingers and caused him to drop his
weapon.
Dabnev took advantal!.'e of the chance to draw his own J!.'Un.
but Burch seized his arm and prevented him from usinl!.' it.
Then Hawksworth, realizinl!.' that their game was up, and
that only quick action would save them, drew his revolver
and l!.'Ot the drop on Randall.
"Drop that irun or I'll shoot," he said, in a tone that
showed he meant business.
The younl!,' messenl!,'er saw that he had to obey or take the
consequences, so he let the detective's l!.'Un drop on the floor.
"Pick it up, Bunce," said Hawksworth. "Now, then, vounJ?"
man," he said to Burch, "let l!.'O of that man or I'll put a
bullet into you."
He stepped forward and shoved his revolver into the lad's
face.
Burch let J!.'O and stepped back.
"111.e ,g-ame is up," said the Enl!.'lish crook to his pals.
"Follow ·me out. If anybody tries to stop us it will be his
life or ours." .
In another moment the three rascals we1·e at the door.
Hawksworth let his pals pass out first and then he followed, shutting the door after him.
The crooks pushed their way throul!,'h a number of person~
who had been attracted to the spot by the repo11;s of the
revolvers, entered a descending elevator, and were soon in
.
the street.
Detective Dolan came to his senses with the departure of
the crooks.
He J!.'Ot up feelinl!.' a bit grogg y, for the blow he received
had been a knock-out one, and the worst that had ever been
handed to him bv a human fist.
Although Dabney had struck with all his power, it was
luck more than skill which had done UP the detective.
When the sleuth leamed that the th1·ee crooks had got away
in spite of Randall's plucky attempt to comer them, he felt
that for the first time the shady fratemitv had scored a
point on him, and he determinerl to lose no time in l!,'etting
·
back at them.
It was some lime before matters quieted down at thP
office, for many of the tenants and clerks of the floor came in
to inquire as to the cause of the shootinJ!.'.
The news spread to the street and attracted a newspaper
reporter and a couple of the Wall Street detectives of the
neil!.'hborhood.
Finally the> office was cleared of outsiders, and then Mr.
Davis and his partner. who came in about the time the
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Jrera.

"That was tough business for those .).'ascals to a-et away
with the trick after the detective seemed to have them dead
to rights," said Burch, as he and his friend walked homeward.
"I should say so," said Randall. "I came in at a critical
moment, and did the best I could to hold the villains up, but
Hawksworth was too much for me.!'
"The knocking out of Dolan is what queered the business.
I couldn't do more than I did, but I'll gamble on it I'd have
held that rascal if Hawksworth hadn't got the drou on me
the same way he did on you. It could hardly be ex-pected
that we two boys could get away with three armed chaps
who would not have hesitated shootinl! us had that been
necessary to secure their escape."
"I gness Mr. Dolan feels pretty sore over the outcome of
the affair."
''I'll bet he does. He's l!Ot a reputation at stake, and no
man relishes a .setback in his busines!!."
"I wonder why Mr. Clark didn't call at the office this
afternoon," said Randall. "He promised to do so."
"I couldn't tell you why he didn't. Something else engaged his attention.
"I hope he didn't go back to the neighborhood of the Rookery looking for his brother, for the place is a dang-erous one
in the daytime as well as at night."
.,If he went to the police station beforehand and a-ot a
plain-clothes man to go with him he could have gone there
safe enough."
"That brother of his must be a queer case. I don't see
how a· person brought up in a good home could lead such
a life as he's been doina- in New York. I should think he'd
have tried to square himself with the old man lonl! ago so
that he could go back home and live decently."
"There's no accountin11: for what people will do in this
world. I suppose he didn't have the nerve to write and
tell the truth about himself. Judginll' from his brother's
story, there's a bad streak in him, anyway, and what's bred
in the botie will stick. There are hobos to be met around
town who were i?entlemen once on a time. :Efard luck- or
somethinll' else ruined them, and they haven't had the courage or ambition to fight against the tide."
"Tad Clark is a vagrant, and the only difference I see between him and a regular hobo is that he hung around one
spot and didn't take to the road."
"That's risrht," nodded Burch.
When thev walked into the house, Randall asked Mother
Watson if Clark was in his room.
"I don't know," she replied. "I haven't seen him since
eleven o'clock. He's got a key to the front door and can
come in when he choses."
The boys went upstairs and Randall knocked on the door
of Clark's room.
Receivin.1? no reply, they judsred that he was out.
In a short time supper was ready and they sat down with
the old lady to eat, just as they had been accustomed to do
ever· since they came under her hospitable roof-tree when
thev were friendless little boys.
What would have been their lot had they not encountered
Mother Watson neither had ever fii?Ured on, but the chances
are they wouldn't now be working in the financial district,
with the reputation of bein.1? the smartest messeni?ers in Wall
Street.
There is somethin.1? in luck after all, and they were lucky
in coming- under the good old lady's winJ?.
·
·
And Mother Watson didn't think the luck was all on their
side.
She never ceased to thank heaven for throwing the pair
of Jacks in her way, for they had proved like good sons to
her, and she felt that she would have been a very lonely old
woman without them.
They came and went without consulting her, it is true, but
she never felt the least worry over them.
They were well able to look after themselves, and she did
not fear any harm would come to them.
"Say, mother," said Randall, as he helped himsel.r to his
Rhai·e of the ham and eggs that formed the chief item of
that evening"s bill-of-fare, "if you knew where Burch and I
was, with Mr. Clark, Saturday nii?ht, you'd have a fit."
"Dear me, why so? Where did you go?" asked the old
wf'lman, tllacidly.
"We went hunti"nit" for Mr. Clark's brother, and he's been

hanging out in the slums these last five or six years, when
he hasn't been living on the Island at the city's expense; you
can imagine that our search took us into some pretty tough
places."
"Dear! dear! has he a brother who is so unfortunate a!!
that?" said Mother Watson, in a sympathetic tone. "I never
would have thought so. He seems to be quite a gentleman
himself."
"'Oh, he's all right himself, but his brother is no more like
him than Burch is like a bloated bondholder, and they are
twins, too. I always had an idea that twins resembled one
another in every way, but it appears there are exceptions."
Randall then told the old woman all about their Saturday
night's adventure.
"Dear! dear! you boys ought not to have gone into such
a dangerous place. How bad I would have felt had anything
happened to either or both of you."
"Well, Clark would go in, and Burch and I will never
desert a friend, even if he's only a new one. We hope it
won't happen again. By the way, we had a hot time at the
office this afternoon. You know we told you about that
bond affair-the case in which I was knocked out that day
in the Parker Building and the $5,000 worth of securities
stolen from me. You haven't forgotten that?"
"No, indeed!"
"The sequel came to-day when the gent who left the bonds
for sale with our boss called to collect the price of them."
Randall then proceeded to explain the whole matter to the
old woman, telling her the gent aforesaid was a professional
crook •and that it was all a cut-and-dried plot to do the firm
out of $5,000.
Then he went on to tell what happened at the office that
afternoon.
"It was tough luck," he concluded. "However, I have the
satisfaction of knowing that I left my mark on one of them. •
He'll wear his fini?ers in a sling .for a while to come, I'll bet
a hat. I only wish I had sent him to the hospital."
Supper was finished and Clark hadn't turned up vet.
The boys went outside and sat on the dilapidated stone
stoop, which had three steps and a.n iron railing.
When nine o'clock came and no Clark, they could not help
wondering where he was.
They would have J?One off looking for him if they had had
any clue to his whereabouts.
But they had none so they went upstairs to their room.
They played several games of euchre and then turned in.
In the morning, Randall knocked on Clark's door as soon
as he got up.
There was no a:qswer, so he opened the door and looked in.
He saw that the bed had not been slept in, and that was
evidence that Clark had not been there all night.
"What do you think about it, Burch?" he asked his friend.
"Search me," said Burch.
"I hope nothinit has happened to him," said Randall.
When Randall told Mother Watson that the new lodi?er
had been away all night she expressed some surprise.
"If he comes in this morning tell him to come down to
our office," said Randall.
The old woman said she would, and soon afterward the
boys left as usual for Wall Street.

CHAPTER X.
"JOE ONION."

The morning papers had an account of the strenuous e:x:•
perience in Davis & Green's office between Detective Dolan
and the firm's messengers on the one side and the three
disguised crooks on the other.
The whole story of the bond matter, which up to that time
had been kept quiet, was published, and it was now known
that the person responsible for the plot was J em Dalton, an
English crook, who had come over to see what the United
States was like, and probably for other reasons.
Who his confederates were was not definitely known, but
from the statement made to Mr. Davis by Randall, and by
that gentleman given to a reporter, it was believed that :\
notorious yeg11:111an named Dick Dabney was hand-in-glove
with Dalton in the business.
All Wall Street 1·ead about the case and Mr. Davis had
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many visitors that morning who were curjous to learn fur- ously like the young man from Buenos Ayres in builJ :md
ther particulars about it if there were anv.
feature, came slouching into the i·oom.
'!'he pair of Jacks were held up bv all their messenger
"Come here, Joe," said Dabney, and the shabby man walked
friends that day, and asked about the scrap at their office.
over to the table at which the two professional crooks sat.
They soon got tired of repeating the story and shut down "Sit down and help yourself to a drink. You look as if \ ou
on all inquirers.
needed a bracer."
At divers times one or the other Jack managed to snatch
The seedy man sank into a chair and pulled a p;lass and
a look at the ticker whenever they were within reaching the bottle of whisky toward him, poured out a moderate dram
<.ilstance of the machine, and they noted wi[h satisfaction and drank it.
that 0. & S. continued on the upward grade with g1'eat
"Joe," began Dabney, "a1·en't you tired of this llfe?"
steadiness.
"Tired of this life! " exclaimed the disreputable son of the
Apiia rentlv they had made no mistake in vetting in on the Buenos Ayres me1·chant, wearily. "Yes, 1 am tired of 1t.
·
deal.
If I could only muster up the courage I'd go down to the
The dav passed without any new features in the bond case river to-night, jump in and end it all What am I? A
coming to the fore.
common vagrant-a blot on the skirts of society. Of no use
Half-past three came around and Frank Clark failed to to m yself or anybody else. And yet once," with a shglit
call as they had hoped he would.
trace of emotion, "I was a gentleman. I look it, don't I?"
They wondered if he had turned up at the house or not.
he added, with a mirthless laugh.
They thought it would be very singular if he failed to
"Cheer up, old man-you haven't reached your limit yet,"
·
do so.
said Dabney, cheerfully. ''What you were once you can be
'W hen they reached home they found that he was still on again."
the missing list.
"Never! I am all in, and am only waiting to see my
What had happened to the young man from Buenos
finish. I've sowed the seeds of dishonor and am reaping thP
Ayres?
harvest. It was all my own culpable follv that has brought
Let us see.
me to this 'misery and degradation. I might have been what
About eleven o'clock on the mornini:r of the previous day, my
father intended- the head of his business-honored and
some hours before Dalton and his two confederates ventured respected,
but it wasn't in me to resist temptation, and soto pay their visit to Wall Street, a ragged boy called at
use of talking about it? The matter cannot
Mother Watson's house just as Clark was leaving to go to but what's theand
the recollection d1·ives me mad."
you,
the nearest police station to consult the official in charge interest
"Look here, Joe, you're not as friendless as you suppose,"
about the best nlan he could adopt to meet his brother.
"Jem and me have taken an interest in you,
The urchin said he had a note to deliver to a party named said Dabney. decided
to put you on your feet once more."
and we have
Clark.
"No, no, no!" cried the human wreck, feverishly. "Don't
"That's my nan1e," said the young man.
ask me to join you in some crooked scheme. I won't--]
"Den dis note is for· youse," said the kid.
I tell you! You and others have proposed that before
Clark opened it apd saw that it was addressed to him in won't,
and I have turned the offers down, though I was jeered and
a rude hand.
spiritless fellow who had not spunk enough
The writer said he was the old man who had spoken to taunted as a poor
to be a man. I committed one crime, it is true-I robbed mv
him in the Rookery on Satu1·day night, and that if Clark father,
but I've lived to regret it bitterly. I am paying the
would meet him at a certain corner he would take him to
price of that one fatal eTror. I will not commit another if
1iis brother.
As he was a stranger and might not be able to find his way I starve and rot in the street."
The crooks exchanged a significant glance.
to the rendezvous the boy who brought him the note would
"You mistake our purpose, Joe. We don't want you to
act as his guide.
join us in what you call a crooked scheme. Of what use
"Will youse come?" asked the boy.
would you be to us in our business? J em and I a1·e top"I will." replied Clark, eagerly. "Lead the way."
notchers. If we wanted a third pal on a job we would select
Accordingly, they both went off together.
At the same time that the boy delivered the note to Clark, somebody we could depend on to deliver the goods. No, no,
Jem Dalton and his confederate, Dabney, were seated in the Joe, you're aw.av off!" laughed Dabney.
"Then what do you mean by offering to put me on my
Rookery, talking together.
They had iust completed their arrangements to call at the feet?" asked the derelict, suspiciously.
"We mean that we see the chance of pulling you out of
office of Davis & Green that afternoon.
"Now what about this Clark twin who got away from us this miserable existence you are leading. and restoring you to
Saturday nig·ht," said Dabney. "We can't let him escape us, your former position in society."
"You are making fun of me, Dabney. I ca;n never again
o,. bird number two will never pan out. It would be a great
pity to lose ten thousand apiece if by sharp work we can be what I once was."
"Never is a long day, Joe. Haven't you heard that the
nail it as we originally nlanned to do."
"Don't worry, Dick, I have not been to sleen over it. Just longest lane has a turning? You put in two years as a
before you came here I sent Clark a note by a kid I can sport and high roller when you came to the city. 'rhen your
trust. I got Smith to write it and sign old Booze's name to money gave out and you gradually dropped dov;n the tobogit, making an anpointment with the young man to meet the gan until you got as low as you could go. That's where you
old man at the corner of the alley in the rear. Of course, are now, and you've nut in six years of it. You are due for
the old codger won't meet him, but Smith will and he will a change, and the turn is in sight."
bring him in here by the side entrance. Once inside the
"You speak in riddles. What are you getting at?"
Rookery he'll be trapped," said Dalton.
"How would you like to put this life and your alias of Joe
"Good! We already have his brother under Bates' watch- Onion behind you forever?" said Dabney.
ful eye. With both under our thumb we ought to be able
And dress in swell clothes like a gentleman," put in
to win out," said Dabney.
Dalton.
"Before our biril arrives let's have our man in here and
"Shine again along the Great White Way," said Dabney.
talk business with him. Our offer to set him up in life and
"Have your box at the Metropolitan, and dine every day at
provide him with a wife and lots of coin will take him by Sherry's or Delmonico's ?" said Dalton.
surprise, but when he sees that only his acceptance and a
"In a word, live on that fat of the land from this time
little nerve is required to carry the scheme to a successful forward.
How would that suit you, Joe?" said Dabney.
issue, we mav look for him to jump at the chance. In the
"By what mfracle iB" such a condition of things to be
long run the advantai;i:e will be all with him, but you and brought
about?" asked the bewildered vagrant.
I are willing to do a chan a good turn for $10,000 apiece."
"By no miracle at all. You have but to say the word and
"Right you are, Jem. Although Joe Onion, I mean Tad
Clark, is a poor, shiftless sort of a chap, we'll make a gen- Jem and I will take you in hand and you will exchange your
tleman out of him once more, and his gain will be ours as rags and poverty for luxury and riches."
The unfortunate young man stared at ~e air of i·ascals.
well. Swift," he shouted to one of the bunch playing pool at
He knew they were professional crooks of the first orderthe nearest table, "hunt up Bates, and tell him to send Joe
rnen admired by the lowly rank and file on account of their
·
Onion to us."
Swift obeyed the order with great alacrity, and presently a rleverness and success.
Eve1·y tough and cheap thief that frequented the Rookery
seedy-looking, unshaved man of thirty, who looked marvel-
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took his hat off defenertially to Dabney and Dalton, and did
their bidding with alacrity.
1
The man who masqueraded under the name of Joe Onion
felt that these rascals had some deep scheme in view, of
which he was to be the central figui·e.
They intended to make use of him in some way to feather
their own pockets, and he distrusted them, as well he might.
"What do you expect me to do for this?" he asked. "You
said there was nothing crooked behind your offer to help me.
Tell me how you could bring about all this astonishing
change in my condition-you whom the police constantly
view with su.spicion when you're not actually wanted-and if
you could do it, which I don't for a moment believe, what
string is attached to it? What do you expect to gain by
putting good fortune in my way?"
"'I'll be frank with you, Joe. We are not making you this
offer for nothing."
·
"I thought so."
"You're an indispensable agent in a scheme of some magnitude. All depends on you. You push the button and we'll
do the rest," said Dabney.
"No, no, I'm not to be wheedled into taking part in a crime."
"This is no criminal enterptise. I told you that before."
"What is it, then?" '
"Agree to go in with us and we'll put you wise to the
whole business.•
"If I thought I could help you without taking part in an
actual crime I'd consider the matter, for you two have been
kinder to me off and on than those with whom my lot has
been so long cast."
"Take my word for it, Joe, you can go into this scheme
with safety and advantage to yourself. Everything will
come your way, nothing ours unless you keep the agreement
we intend to make with you. We depend on your word,
which we have confidence in, and also the fact that you would
not find it to your interest to go back on us. Well, what
do you say? Is it a bargain?"
At that moment a peculiar owlish whistle rang through
the keyhole of a side door.
It was Smith's signal that he had Frank Clark in tow, and
Dalton recognized it.
"Take him back into Bates' parlor," he said to Dabney.
"The bird has arrived."
Dabney understood, and rising said to the vagrant:
"Come, Joe, we'll retire, as Jem is expecting a friend on
particular business."
.
The unfortunate young man got up and followed the crook.
unconscious that the "friend" Dalton was about to meet was
his own brother, Frank, whom he supposed to be in Buenos
Ayres, and who had fallen into the snare spread to catch
him.
'JHAPTER XI.
TRAPPED.

As Dabney and Tad Clark vanished into the proprietor's
apartments, Dalton told the half a dozen toughs present to
retire.
When thev had done so he returned Smith's signal.
Immediatelv the door opened and Smith entered the room,
accompanied by Frank Clark.
The moment the young man from Buenos Ayres caught a
square view of the place he recognized it as the Rookery.
The thought then flashed across his mind that the note he
received was a decoy message to trap him.
"What is the meaning of this.?" he asked Smith. "This is
the Rookery."
Smith grinned.
"Talk to that gent about it," he replied, pointing to Dalton, who was still seated at the table in an easy attitude.
"But I understood I was to meet an old man who was to
take me to my brother," said Clark. "Have 'I been trapped
for some purpose?"
"Speak to that gent," repeated Smith. "He sent the letter
you got, and I writ it for him. He wants to see you on ·
business. When he's through with you, if you don't act
skittish, I'm to take you back to your house, and there will
be no harm done. You're safe enough here as long as you
and tlte gent get on easy together. You can depend on that."
Having said all he proposed to say, Smith walked out the
front way, leaving Clark and the English crook together.
"Well, young man, I see you have comJ>lied wtth .fD.Y re-

quest," said Dalton. "Take a seat at this table. One would
think by you standing at a distance that you were frightened."
"I wish to know why I have been trapped into this place?"
replied Clark, making no move to come nearer.
"Do you call my invitation a trap?" said Dalton.
"What else can I consider it? You are not the old man
which the Jetter indicated as the writer of the note."
"What's the difference as long as you find your brother?"
"Ah! Do you propose to bring us together. If you do--"
"It will depend on your compliance with my wishes. But
we cannot carry on this interview in this fasion. Come forward and be seated. You are in no danger, I assure you."
"No danger in this notorious dive!"
"None whatever while I am with you and we agree. You
couldn't be safer at police headquarters. What I say goes in
this joint, my friend, and though a hundred of the toughest
citizens of this ward barred your passage to the street, not
a finger would be laid on you if I said hands off."
The crook spoke like a person who was making no false
statement, and Clark was satisfied that he did not overestimate his influence.
Accordingly, he advanced and sat down, facing Dalton.
"Your name is Frank Clark, and you reached this city last
Saturday morning on a sailing vessel from Buenos Ayres,"
began the crook.
"That is correct," replied Clark.
"One of the objects that brought you here was to find
your brother, Tad Clark, and try to reclaim him."
"I see no reason to deny that fact."
"You came to the Rookery on Saturday night, expecting to
meet your brother."
"I did."
"You missed him by taking the hurried departure you did.
Why did you leave so suddenly? Was it because you were
afraid to stay in the temporary darkness caused by the accidental turning off of the lights?"
Dalton's tone was half jesting, half fierce.
"I and my young friends left because we thought it w:is
quite time for us to go," replied Clark.
"Who told you it was time for you to go?"
"We thought so ourselves."
"Isn't it a fact that the old man who was talking to you
passed you a warning to get <>Ut?"
"I must decline to say."
"Well, I am satisfied he did. And he pointed out to you
the only road by which you could escape, and which we would
not suspect you had taken until it was too late to catch you.
However, that is past. And the old man is a thing of the
past, too."
"You do not mean to say that you revenged yourselves
on him-a helpless old fellow with one foot in the grave?"
"My young friend," said Dalton, "he broke an ironclad
rule of this establishment, the penalty of which is---extinguishment. The crowd who frequent this place are of necessity bound together for mutual protection. They have their
private quarrels which may land them either at the morgue
or in the hospital-that is their own affair; but outside of
that the rule is one for all and all for one. Understand?
Anv one breaking that rule takes the consequences. The old
man broke it Saturday night. He is now at the morgue, and
to-morrow, or the day after, will lie in Potter's Field. But
I did not send for you to tell you this. Let us forget it
and proceed to business."
"Business! What business can you have with me unless
it is to bring me face to face with my brother?"
"You will meet him in good time, provided you give me no
trouble."
"What do you mean by trouble?"
Dalton pulled out a ci~ar and lit it deliberately.
"! remarked a few minutes ago that one of your objects in
coming to this city was to meet your brother," he said. "You
have another. What is it?"
"What is that to you?" replied Clark, hotly.
"You won't tell me, eh?"
"No, for it cannot interest you in any wav."
"That is where you are mistaken. It does interest megreatly. Since you won't tell me I will hazard a guess. You
came here to marry a young lady whom you have never
seen, except maybe her likeness, and this marriage was arranged by the young lady's parents with your father. Am
I a good guesser?"
"How came you to know that fact?" demanded Clark,
quite staggered by the knowledg-e possessed by the crook.
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"No matter; it is enough that the fact i~ no secref to
me."
"In what 'f.ay does it concern you?"
. ··well, you see, my pal and myself have taken a strong
mterest in your brother. We think he has wasted enough
o~ his t!me as a vagrant, and so we have decided to . help
h~m up m ~he world-make a gentleman of him again. We
hit upon this benevolent object when we discovered that you
w~te on your way to this city to meet and marry the young
heiress who lives on Riverside Drive-Elsie Barnett her name
is• We hoped to accomplish our purpose before you got here,
b1,1.t you have arrived sooner than we expected: It was unfo1't1;1nate-for all hands, including yourself-but it can be
straightened out if you act in a reasonable brotherly way."
"I don't quite understand what you mea'.n. How· do you
propo;;e to make .a gentleman of my brother? By persuading him to commit a crime?"
"By no means. He has a deep-seated objection' to that line
·
of business."
am glad to hear it. I feared it might be otherwise."
We, .my pal and I, propose to take advantage of his wonderful likeness to you, and introduce him to the Barnett family as you. With a clear field he w:ill easily manage to
marry the girl and secure a part of her fortune, according to
the ten;is arranged between your father and hers. All we
expect m return for our benevolence is a small commission
the amount of which cuts very little ice when compared with
the results your brother will gain. There, how does that
scheme strike you?"
. "S~rike me, you rascal! Why, it's a piece of outrageous
v1llamy. My brother would never consent to join in such a
·
Pi~1ce of i;ascality !" cried Clark, hotly.
.Mv friend. dol!-'t b~ to~ sure of that. Consider the temptation. By standing m with us he w:ill become a gentleman
of wealth and respectability once more. Few brothers would
li:t family considerations stand between them and such a desirable advance up the social ladder. I consider the matter
as good as settled."
'.'. Settled! I'll soon put a stop to it."
In what wav ?" asked Dalton cooll y.
·
"I shall first see my brother.','
"How will you? You are in my power You must acce pt
1
·
·
the situation or--"
"Or what?"
"Take the consequences. By the way, you carry certain
papers about you which will srreatly simplify the case for us.
Kindly hand over vou1· pocketbook. · Whatever money or draft
for money is in it I 'will return. I only want the papers."
"This is infamous! Your purpose in ·decoying me here 'was
to secure those documents. I suppose?"
"It was."
"You shall not have them!" cried Clark, springing up.
As Clark started for the door, Dalton uttered a sibilant
whistle.
Instantly the door opened and Smith entered, followed by
a dozen tou11;hs. .
They arranged themselves in a bunch before the door.
Clark stopped, disconcerted.
"You see, my friend, it is useless for you to resist. The
pocketbook, please," said Dalton.
"Never! You must kill me before you get it," replied
the young man.
"Smith, take it from him," said the crook.
The whole bunch immediately surrounded Clark and, seizing him, held him powerless, while Smith went through his
1
pockets.
The young tough finally found the article.
"Here it is," he said, passing it over to Dalton.
Dalton opened it and, examining its contents, took out
what he wanted.
The draft on the Wall Street bank he did not disturb.
"Put it back in his pocket," he said to Smith.
The tough obeyed.
"Now, my .friend, you must agree to leave town without
delay, and you w:ill swear, on your word of honor as a R:entleman, to remain away for at least one month. That is the
price of your escape from the Rookery."
"And suppose I refuse?" replied Clark, defiantly.
Before the crook could answer the door flew open and
Swift rushed in.
"Quick!-quick!" he cried. "There are three detectives
coming in."
"Then we have no time to lose. Smith-the trap for our
friend here," said Dalton.

;;1

·'Help! He--" shouted Clark.
He was quickly gag-ged.
The toughs resumed the chorus, some of them seizing cues
and banging the floor.
In the midst of the hubbub a trap was opened between
the pool tables and the young man was forced down into
a dark hole.
A box was pushed on top of it, and the whole bunch Rang
louder than ever, and some of them bei;tan a stag waltz.
In the meantime Dalton swiftly made his exit through the
side door.
The front door opened and the detectives came in.
The officers did not find the person they were looking for
and returning to the main room, rejoined their companion,
and the three left, followed by divers sarcastic remarks from
the toughs.
CHAPTER XII.
WHICH TWIN'/

"It's very singular where Mr. Clark is keeping himslf,"
haid Randall on the second morning after the young men's
failure to return to the house. "I think we had better call
on the .police, Burch."
"Let's," replied Burch, laconically.
This they accordingly did on their way to the office.
They told the officer at the desk that Clark was a stranger
in the city, and that he was interested in finding a disreputable brother of his who was living in the slums.
Randall went over the story of their Saturday flight's
adventure in the notorious Rookery, and told of the narrow
escape they had had from that dive.
The officer asked him some questions, asked for Clark's
description, and then said he would report the matter to the
captain when he came in.
That was all the boys could do and they went on to the
office.
Randall told Mr. Davis about Clark's disappearance. and
the broker said that he and Burch had done quite right to
notify the police about it.
About noon that day 0. & H. shares, which had gone Ul)
four points since Randa.!l bought the stock, took on a boom,
and in half an hour reached 88, which fact put the boys
$2,000 ahead.
During the afternoon it kept on mounting, and at halfpast two was going at 95, and appeared to be able t o hold its
own at that advanced figure.
Randall, however, thought that it wasn't prudent for him
to hold on any longer, so the chance coming his wav, he ran
into the little bank and ordered the shares to be sold.
This was done in about fifteen minutes, and thus the pair
of Jacks got out with a profit of $4,000, which raised their
capital to something over $6,000.
When the boys got home that afternoon they a sked Mother
Watson if Clark had been there that day.
"No; I've been wondering if anything has happened to
him," she replied.
"Don't worry, he's. all right," replied Randall. "He's
changed his mind about stopping here and has gone to the
- - Hotel."
It was half-past seven when Randall and Burch walked
into the rotunda of the - - Hotel and went up to the desk.
"Is Mr. Fra.uk Clark stopping here?" Randall asked the
.
clerk.
"Yes. He and Major Stetson just went into the readingroom," was the reply.
"Come on, Burch, he's in the reading-room," said Randall.
The boys walked over to the entrance of that apartment.
Looking in, they saw Clark. dressed in swell clothes, talking with a swell-looking, well-dressed man of fine physique,
whose face was half hidden by a heavy beard, which was cut
down to a point.
won't interrupt them," . said Randall. · "We've lots of

ti.:n:.?

"Say, do you kn.ow that Major looks something like
Hawksworth in the back," remarked Burch.
"That's not singular. The Major has a fine figure, and so
had Hawksworth, or rather Dalton."
Presently the major raised his hand to scratch his ear.
Then both boys gave a gasp of surprise.
On the major's little fing-er shone a duplicate of the skull
and cross-bones ring worn by Hawksworth.
Burch grasped Randall by the arm.
"Do you see it?" he whispered, almost excitedly.
''You mean the ring? I do. Qwte a coincidence, isn't it?•
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• Sr.y, maybe that's Dalton in a new clis11:uise. It's his fig- I might lift myself from misery and want to affluence again
at the cost of my brother's happiness--and that biother was
·Nonsense! Daiton wouldn't be here in company with even .then in the city hunting for me, perhaps ~ restore me
to my position in society again. OIL, fool! foo r that I have
Clark."
They retired to the rotunda and, taking seats, watched the been not to see what a dupe 1 was making of mvself! But,
thank heaven, the scheme can vet be t11warted. It has only
door of the readmg-room.
In a few minutes l\Ia;or Stetson came out alone and walked begun I will call on Mr. Barnett at once, confess everything
and beg his aid to find my brother, who I believe is being
awav.
They waited till .he passed out of the hotel and then they kept a prisoner by the two rascals who are using me for a
ente1·ed the reading-10om and walked up to Clark, who was bait to feather their own pockets."
"Where do you think he is being held-at the Rookery?"
reading an evening paper.
"How do you do, Mr. Clark?"• said Randall, holding out asked Randall.
"Yes; there are several se me rooms in the basement
his hand.
where a person could be detamed inclefinitelv without the
Clark stared at them, but showed no recognit;on.
police becoming the wiser."
"Your name is Frank Clark, isn't it?" said Randall.
"Now, Mr. Tad, who is this Ma)or Stetson? Isn't lie an
"Y-e-s," replied the gentleman, with a slight hesitation in
English crook named Jem Dalton?" asked Randall.
his voice.
"How did you guess that?" a~Jced Tau, in surprise.
"And you arrived in thls city last Satu1·day in a brig from
"Because we have been brought in contact with him before.
Buenos Ayres ? "
"I clid·?;' exclaimed Clark, with some evidence of agitation. Disguised as a Mr. Hawksworth, he tried to skin our :firu1
"You ought to know whether you did or not. At any rate, out of $5,000 through a bond sale. It failed and detectives
Burch and I made vour acquaintance on the dock as you came a1·e looking for him and his confederates. I am satisfied this
ash ore, and you didn't look near so, swell as you do now, Maior Stetson is the same man. He is Dalton, isn't he?"
"Yes."
which probably accounts for your wish to cut our acquaint"Does 1te stop at this hotel'!"
ance. Bv the way, pardon my curiosity, but did you find
" es; he's rooming with me Lo keep me under his eye; and
vour brother Tad? I suppose you must have, · for you were
I dare say I am under watch by one or more of his satellites
awfully anxious to do so."
Burch, standing back a step, had been narrowly scanning when he is away. It is not impossible that one of his friends
saw me bring you both up to mv room," said Tad.
Clark's face.
"ls thaL so?" said Burch.
"Say, Randall , this isn't Frank Clark-this is his brother
An idea striking him, he walked to the door and threw it
Tad"
suddenly open.
A flashily dressed young man, who had evidently been listening at the keyhole, almost fell into the room.
Burch nabbed him and dragged him insid~ in spite of his
CHAPTER XIII.
·
struggles.
"Hold on to him, Burch," said R::mdall, pushing the wall
CONOLUSION.
button.
A bell-boy responded.
The moment he spoke, Clark's face turned white, and he
"We've captured a crook," said Randall to him. "Send up
grasped his chair convulsively,
the house detective."
Grasping Randall by the arm he leaned over a.nd whispered
When the detective came, Swift's identity was explained to
h oarsely:
him and he took charge of the rascal.
"Is my brother in this city? Did he arrive on Saturday,
Randall communicated with Police Headquarters and asked
and is he looking for me? For heaven sake tell me the for Detective Nolan.
t r uth."
The sleuth happened to be at the bur au at the time and
"You are Tad Clark, then?" saicl Randall.
he answered the call.
''Yes, yes," admitted· the young man, looking fearfully
He hurriedly explained the situation to the officer, and
utound.
asked him to have the Rookerv searched for Frank Clark.
"Haven't you seen your brother?"
Dolan said he would have it attended tu and that he
"Seen him! No. I didn't know he was nearer than Buenos would presently meet the boys al the - - Hotel.
Ayr es."
He was there in three-qua1ters of aT1 hour with two com"I haven't seen him since Sunday night. He was stopping oanions, and plans were laid to catch Dalton when he rame
at t he house where Burch and I live. On Monday morning back.
·
at eleven o'clock he left the house and we haven't seen him
While they were waiting a tel ephone message came to the
since. We came here to meet him, for I got word over the detective, informing him that the Rookery had been l'aided
t elephone this morning from Mr. Frederick Barnett that and all its occupants arrested.
Frank Clark was at his home last evening, and that he was
Frank Clark was discovered in a room in the cellar and
stopping at this hotel with Major Stetson. It appears that was on his wav up to the hotel.
you are the Frank he referred to. How came he to get you
The meeting between the twin brothers was quite affecting.
mixed up with your brother? You are Tad, not Frank, by
Soon after Major Stetson walker! into the trao waiting for
vour own admission. And tell me, who is this Major Stet- him, and he was arrested and taken to the station house,
son? How did you make his acquaintance?"
where his identity as Dalton was soon established.
"Don't ask me," faltered Clark. "I can't explain now. I
Before morning Dolan succeeded in landing Dabney, on inwant to know about my brother. This is n o place to talk. ·formation forced from Swift, and both of the chief crooks
People are already looking at us. Come up to my room. were put through a thlrd degree examination at headquarCome!"
ters.
They went up to the seventh floor and Tad Clark admitDalton and Dabney were both indict.ed by the Gra11d Jury,
ted them to his r oom.
tried and convicted, and sent away for several years.
''Tell me all you know about my brother," he said, feverBefore that satisfactory event took place, Randall and
ishly, to Randall.
Burch mad':l a couple of more lucky deals in the market.
Then he went on to describe how he and Burch had made
The :first was tho result of a tip they got that a syndicate
the acquaint ance of Frank Clark the preceding Saturday had been formed to boom M. & W. shares.
afternoon.
They bought 600 Shares at 80. held it till the price reached~
""1
Randall then told him of what happened at the Rookery· par and sold at a profit of $12,000.
The second was a deal in S. & T.
while they were there, about the old man's warning of danFinding it was rising rapidly on a bull market, Randall
ger, how he had turned the gas off at the meter under t he
proprietor's desk. and how they escaped in the darkness and bought 1,500 shares, at 110, held on till it got to 115, and
then sold at a profit of $7,500.
confusion.
Frank Clark in due time married Elsie Barnett, and his
"From the old mans words, there was evidently a move on
brother Tad was best man at the wedding.
foot to keep you 'illld your brother apart," said Randall.
"I see t hrough the whole infernal conspiracy!" cried Tad
Clark, excitedly. "And I have lent myself as an accomplice
Next week's issue \vill contain "BRAVE BILLY BLAND:
without understancling the inside facts of the scheme. Sold
m.v honor to a couple of the biggest crook.I iD the city t hat OR, HUSTLING UP A BUSINESS.'
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FROM ALL POINTS
$8,000 DUG FROM FIVE RUINS
! Ei~ht thousand dollars in gold coin and a large
sum m paper money was dug from the ruins of a
jewelry store owned by L. W. Recht, Platte City,
Mo. The store burned Christmas Day. Recht it is
said, distrusted banks and kept large sums of ~oney
concealed in his store. The paper money was in a
small tin box, but somehow escaped the heat.
.

been issued by the executive con1mittee of the school,
which has its headquarters in New York city. The
institution is one where boys are prepared for the
Navy and the merchant marine service. DuTing
the foist season of Camp Sims, which was named
after Rear Admiral William S. Sims, U. S. N., and
which was visited by him on Aug. 11, 1918, it was
attended by 200 cadets from various parts of the
country. The camp was closed on Sept. 1, when it
was visited by Rear Admiral John R. Edwards,
U. S. N., who presented the battalion with a stand
of colors. The school offers special scholarships to
sons of Army and Navy officers, it is stated.

"WILD" DOGS OF JERSEY KILL NINE DEER
Game Warden Small of Bergen County, N. J . reported recently that nine deer had been killed by
dogs at the foothills of the Ramapo Mountains between Oakland and Mahwah. The game warden
CIGARETTE MUST GO
and hunters killed some of the dogs.
Assailing President Wilson and Gov. Edwards as
Small also reports that two bears were seen in the
vicinity of Allendale. They had killed a calf and ".friends of brewers," the Rev. C. C. Rarick, Exeeaten most of it. Small said there is no law against cutive Secretary of the Board of Temperance and
.
Prohibition of the General Methodist Conference, in
hunting bears.
a talk at Atlantic City said:
"The future work of our board will be against
ICY BATH FOR BEAR HUNTER
track gambling, cigarettes, social diseases and
race
Three big game hunters of Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.,
for uniform marriage and divorce laws."
fight
a
almost met with disaster when they set out to hunt
On the "cigarette war" plan he said:
the large black bears which have wandered from
"As to the cigarette, the Red Cross, with all its
the Catskills onto the ice of the Hudson River.
work, distributed thousands of cigarettes.
noble
The hunters were Stewart Nickerson, his brother
reflection on their otherwise splendid war
a
What
Russell, and Charles Phillips. After having gone
Eighty-five per cent of the deaths in the
service.
known
well
the
about a mile from the shore, Daisy,
community hound, emitted the shrill sound which army were caused by pneumonia, and we helped
thousands of them along by making cigarette fiends
told the hunters she had seen bear.
them."
of
They rushed forward. The leader, Stewart Nickminten
erson, broke through the ice. It required
B'AR TRACKS, BUT NO B'AR
utes to drag him out. By that time the bears had
of New Providence, Summit, Berkepurlieus
The
scampered away. S~ewart lost his rifle.
ley Heights, Chatham and other places have been
excited for several days over what appeared t o be
FIND UNDERGROUND SALOON
numerous bear tracks. The matter was explained
A complete banoom, with large quantities of yesterday by Henry A. Patterson, a retired business
liquor in barrels and cases, and an underground man, a one-time athlete and a son of the late Robert
passage leading to whisky, beer and cordials, valued W. Paterson, known as the "Turpentine King." His
at approximately $80,000, were unearthed by police home is at Chatham, N. J., and this is his story :
and Federal' agents in an early morning raJd at the
"Bears? Sure, we thought we had 'em-or at least
home of Mrs. Julia Yurick, Cleveland, 0., according some of the neighbors did. Yes, almost every mornto Fred Counts, Federal Prohibition Enforcement ing there were fresh tracks in the snow about the ·
Commissioner.
houses and barns of our most peace-loving fellow
Mrs. Yurick, when arraigned before United States citizens. And they went after the makers of those
Commissioner Marlatt on the charge of selling tracks too, With 'every kind of a weapon, from pitchliquor, pleaded not guilty and was held in $3,500 forks to horse pistols:
bail. She said all the liquor found in her basement - "But bears?" Mr. Paterson laughed. " They
was left from her saloon and denied selling any of it. didn't find any. Those tracks were made by the two
sons of-well, I won't give 'em away, but they live
New Providence. They just cut ~e feet off an
in
NEWPORt
AT
NAUTICAL SCHOOL
A book descriptive of the National Nautical School old, moth-eaten bear rug, made mocassins of them,
::i.nd its objects, and of Camp Sims, near Newport, and walked about in the snow. And as for the
R. I., where boys of the school last summer were chicken stealing-well, we are looking for certain
given elementa1·y and prllctkal sea training, has two-legged an imnls who a1·c r sponsible for that."
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and he i:an like a deer, snatching up the rifle befo"1
Horner could rise.
"Now we've got yer !" cried Tom, covering iii·
man.
-ORHorne1"s head was bleeding. He seemed dazed,
as he staggered to his feet.
The Mysterious House on the Hill
"You young cub, hand over that gun,'' he snarled.
"Not on yer life!'' cried Tom. "About-face, or
By GASTON GARNE
I fire; s1uest t'ing you know. You tried to dope
[me to det, an' I'll shoot you to det if you don't obey
Iorders, sure's my name's Tom Kane ...
CA Serial Story)
He evidently meant it.
CHAPTER XXill (Continued).
Horner snarlingly turned.
Horner snarlingly turned.
"I don't then," replied Jean. "I don't want to
'·Now, forward, march, and take us lo where
kill anyone, and I don't want you to on my account.
As for Bart Horner he will never dare to shoot me." you've got de professor and Mrs. Billup, or I'll bore
But Jean did not know the man, who ~as actually a hole clean troo yer!" cried Tom. " Dis is de way
I win out. I'm on top to stay!"
a treacherous scoundrel.
Having concocted a dastardly plot against the
ki.ud-hearied, but eccentric man, who had been his
benefactor, this young scoundrel was prepared to
CHAPTER XX [V.
resort to any desperate mans to carry it out.
He had already spied the intruders, and he quickConclusion
ened his steps.
"Bart Horner!" called Jean, ":what made you
Certainly it did look as if the driver of 88 had won
bring my mother in here?'
the day.
'•Your mother?" was the reply. "I don't know
Bart Horner, mopping his bleeding forehead with
what you are talking about. I'm camping ·back his handkerchief, walked sulkily on.
here. I don't know anything about your mother,
"You'll live to regret this, Jean, " he called back.
Jean.''
,
"I hope to live to make you regret it," retorted
"Don't lie to me!" flashed Jean. "We have seen Jean. "The idea of you going on the way you have
yolll' camp. It's a deserted farmhouse. I saw my after all Professor Steventon has do.n e for you.''
mother sitting at the window. Have you and Billy
No more was said, as the procession continued to
Thompson got Professor Steventon here, too?" . advance.
Perhaps it was foolish of Jean thus to give herArthur asked Tom to give him the rifle at the
self away, but we can only relate what happened.
same time suggesting that he was .better able to
Bart Horner took his gun off his shoulder and manage it, but the driver of 88 would hear to no
advanced threateningly.
such thing.
"Now look here, Jean. You are entirely too wise
"Not on yer life!" he cried. "I started in to boss
for your own good," he called. "Turn back, if you dis job and I'm going to put it troo, now I've .~ot me
know when you are well off."
chanst. Say you, have yer seen anyt'ng of Dan
"My stars! Do you mean to say you own these Dugan, me side partner, what got lost in dese woods
woods Bart Horner? Would you shoot me then if last night?"
I chQo~e to go to my mother?" the plucky girl crie.d.
Horner did not deign to reply.
"That's precisely what I mean," retorted the vilIn a few moments they came out into the clearlain, levelling his rifle. "Back, all three of you. ing, and the deserted house lay before them.
Back or I'll fire!"
Mrs. Billup was str.nding in the doorway.
"He means it, miss," said Arthur, haltipg. "We
"Mercy on us! J can!., she Cl'ied. ''Oh, I am
can't do a thing."
thankful that help has come at last."
"What's the reason we can't!" cried Tom, and
"Mother, however came you here?" called Jean.
suddenly his right hand came from behind him,
"Why,, they dr~1gged me ai:d brought met? a hor-i
where he had been carrying it, and a stone, which rible cave," replied Mrs. B1llup. "Last mght we
he had picked up for the purpose, went flying at came here. I suppose I ought to have started right
Bart Horner, who was squinting up one eye to sight off as soon a I found myself out from under the
his gun.
eye of that scoundrel whom you seem to have captured, but I hardly dared to leave the professor, the
It took him on the left temple.
With a sharp cry he dropped the rifle, reeled, and poor man is in such an awful way."
"Get a rope, if you can find one, Mrs. Billup. I
fell.
want to make a p:i;isoner of this man," called Arthur.
··Heavens! You have killed him!" gasped Jean.
"No, we don't need no rope," said Tom. "I've got
"l don't care! He tried to kill me!" cried Tom,

Dan, the Delivery Boy

.
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de drop onto him. For two pins I'd"bore a hole troo
A shot rang out before she could finish her senhis- hide."
tence.
"There is no rope in the house. There is nothing
"Tom 'has shot Horner!" cried Jean.
he1·e, " said Mrs. Billup.
"The other way," spoke a voice from the door, and
"Nothing but whiskey," she added, " and the dear in stalked Horner with the r ifle.
Lord knows ther e's too much of that."
"Now, then, I'm on top!" he snarled. "Mrs. Bill"ls the professor drinking so hard, then?" de- up ! to your room. You, Robbins, I'm going to shoot
m;mded Jean.
you. As for you, Jean, we'll see. I - - "
,, •"Drinking!" cried Mrs. Billup. " He is just pour"Dan! Here dey are, Dan. It's dat snoozer I
ing it down. That's their game to make him drink Come on ! Come on !"
himself to death. They want to kill him, but they
Tom Kane was putting up some pretty loud talk
don't seem to have courage or sense enough to go for a dead driver, it would seem.
about it in any other way."
Horner made a dive for the door.
"And is Billy Thompson here, mother?" '
But it was only to find himself facing a gun,
" He has been with us until this morning, when and said gun was grasped by the wild man, who,
he went away. "
with Dan at his side, were with Tom Kane.
" Back up against the house, youse," broke in
"Shoot him !" cried Tom. " Shoot him I He tried
Tom, for they had now reached the door.
to shoot me I"
If ever there was a disgusted-looking proposition
But even if the elder Dan Dugan had been so disit was Bart Horner, but he seemed afraid of his own posed, he was not given time.
gun, even in such unskilled hands as those of Tom
Horner stood with his back to Robbins, who
Kane, and he obeyed.
jumped in now, and tripped the scoundrel up, at
"Can we get Professor Steventon down to the the same time pushing him on his nose.
house, do you think, Mrs. Billup?" demanded
Tom promptly sat on him.
Arthur. " Homer has bounced all the servants,
"Get de gun, Dan," he yelled. " Get de gun!
but--"
" What? Are you near Bellevoir, then?" Mrs. Holy chee, I'm on top again! He rushed me and got
Billup exclaimed. "But l might have guessed it, de gun. He tort he'd shot me, but l was only playing possum! Chee, but dis is gr'eat. "
seeing you. l had no idea where we were."
Dan could not get a word in edgeways, but he did
" But you can't get the professor out of here seize Bart's rifle.
without a team,'' she added. " The poor man can't
"We want to tie that man up 1·· cried Robbins.
stand on his feet, he's so bad."
"Have
you got any cord?"
"I'll go and see him,'' said Arthur.
This to the wild man, who promptly produced the
" Come, then, " replied Mr s. Billup, " and do you
come, too, Jean; perhaps the sight of you may cheer needful and tied Bart's hands behind him in silence.
"Well, Dan!" cried Mrs. Billup. "You here, too?
him up a bit. We had to almost carry him when
You
are none too soon, either; if you are to get
we came in here last night. Now he can't stand."
"ls it the drink or weakness?" demanded Jean. your rights."
"But who is this with you? " she asked, looking
"Both," was the reply. " They keep urging him
suspiciously
at the wild man.
to drink all the time."
"Madain,
my
naine is Dan Dugan, th e same as this
She led the way into a back room.
boy,''
said
the
lunatic,
adding:
Here, on a cot bed, lay the wretched dnmkard.
"ls Professor Steventon .here? Can I see him'!"
The covering had been removed from his face,
"You can see him, but he is almost past speech,"
which exposed it with all its horror.
Jean gave a cry and turned her head away. Even Mrs. Billup replied, and all hands followed her
into the back room.
Arthur shuddered.
The professor was awake now.
" No wonder he keeps his face covered," he ex"Merciful
heaven! That face! " groaned the wild
claimed.
"He seems to be asleep,'' said Mrs. Billup. " I man, turning his head away.
suppose it is no use to wake him up. Personally, I
But it was only for a minute.
think he is a dying man."
"Professor, do you know me?" he demanded then.
"But what is their object?" demanded Arthur.
The wretched man eyed him fixedly.
"Why, to get his money, to be sure," snapped
"Yes, I know you," he said, in an unsteady voice.
Mrs. Billup. " His will stands in Billy Thompson's "You are Dugan, who marred my face for Hfe, and
favor, with small legacies to Bart Horner and my- stole my daughter, that's who you are. Once you
self. They were afraid he ·would alter it in favor were my trusted pupil. Such was your gratitude,
of that delivery boy, Dan."
such my folly. I ain going through with the same
"Dan!" cried Jean. " Then you know something business now, but I will foil the wretches. Dan!
You have seen my face before. Come here!"
you haven't told me about that matter, mother!"
"Of course," replied Mrs. Billup. "Dan is-"
(To be continued.)
"Bang!''
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A 'FEW GOOD ITEMS
KILLED BY BLIZZARD .AFTER WATCHING
MASTER'S GRAVE FIVE YEARS
Jack, a homeless yellow dog, was found dead on
his master's grave, near Hamburg, Ohio, having perished in the blizzard of a few days ago.
For five years he had kept a vigil over the grave
of John Dindore, leaving it only long enough to obtain food. All efforts to coax the dog away failed.
Ministers have preached sermons on the love, devotion and grief shown by the dog.
DISMANTLING OF HELIGOLAND COMPLETED
A dispatch from Berlin to the Associated Press
states that the Heligoland defenses are to-day dismantled. The island and its thousands of tons of
masonry and gun emplacements is all that remains
of this once most formidable fortress. With the
guns dismantled, the destruction of the military
harbor works and various fortifications has proceeded. Although this stronghold cost over 175
million dollars, its guns were fired but once throughout the war, when the British warship "Shannon"
was the target. The Allies recognized that it would
have been impossible to silence its batteries. The
artificial harbor works and the ground on which the
barracks stand are to be removed and the site re-·
turned to the sea.

50,000 FEET ASCENT FLIGHT PLANNED
Prof. David Todd, director of the observatory and
professor of astronomy and navigatioll at Amherst
College, announced that he would take part in an
aerial expedition within the next few weeks in a
plane driven by Major Leo Stevens of the United
States Air Service to discover new data of astronomical and meteorological importance.
The flight will be made from the field of the
United States Air Service at Omaha, Neb., and a
new altitude record of 50,000 feet will be attempted.
This is 14,000 feet higher than the altitude attained
by Major Scroeder, whose 36,000 feet climb is now
recognized by the world as a record, according to L.
L. Driggs, President of the American Flying Club.
The expedition will be equipped with all the instruments and recording devices necessary to discover any electrical and other disturbances, pres.ence and proportion of gases in the upper air and
similar data.
TRAPPER NETS $40 A DAY
Trapping of wild fur-bearing ap.imals within
sight of Seattle has netted $40 a da.y for Martin McDonald, whose traps are set each year at the ex-

treme north end of Lake Washington, near Kenmore, Wash.
"That doesn't sound possible, but it's true," said
N. B. Evans, deputy county game warden telling of
McDonald's success. McDonald's catches ~re mostly
muskrats, but he has gathered in a few mink and
other fur-bearing animals. Ten years ago muskrat
skins sold for 30 or 40 cents each. Now they are
:vort~ $2.50 each. McDonald is not the only trapper
m .Kmg County t~at has taken advantage of high
prices."
,
Old trappers who abandoned their trade years ago
because of the low price of skins and the decreasing
number of fur-bearing animals, have found the
"?'ood old days" again, said the warden. The trapping of muskrats alone has become a considerable industry, due of course, to the high cost of muskrat
skins.
EASILY CAPTURED
The exploits of the "Pied Piper of Hamlin " famed
in ~erman story, who freed a whole city of rats by
lurmg them away with seductive music, are re-called
by those .of "Professor" John Bloch, who claims to
have achieved fame in the rat-catching line in many
of the large towns of the country. The "Professor's''
method is to lure the rodents from their holes in the
daytime by imitating the squeaking of a rat which
has procured a particularly toothsome morsel.
Once out of their holes, he seizes them, his hands
being protected by thick rubber gloves, and by a
dexterous twirl breaks their necks. The "Professor"
gave an exhibition of his methods recently in Phila_.
delphia, the scene of his operations being a yard to
the rear of a steamship office in ihe business section.
He had forgotten his gloves, so he used an old velvet
cap in their stead. He scattered a few pieces of
crackers near some rat holes, and then made a sound
which was a clever. imitation of the noise that a rat
:rne.kes. In another instant a large rodent emerged
from one of the holes and walked boldly into the
yard. The "Professor" threw his velvet cap over
the creature and lifted it up, squealing, and with its
teeth fastened in the cloth. With a twist of his'hand
he threw it on the ground dead. Two more large rats i
which appeared in response to the "Professor's"
cry shared a similar fate. As the executioner was
not 1:nder contract to rid the yard of rats, and as he
was m a hurry to catch a train he desisted at this
point, after assuring the spect~tors that he would
have no further difficulty in catching all the rats in
the neighborhood. He declared that rats are half
blind in the daytime. Once out of their holes he
said, they are unable to find their way back readily,
and so are easily capiur d
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
200,000 TONS OF RUBBER IMPORTED FOR
TIRES
· "The eno1·mity of the automobile industry has
been emphasized by some figures given out by at the
national automobile shows in New York and· Chicago," says H. A. Wjthens, general sales manager of
the Federal Tire Company, of Cudahy, Wis.
"There are now in this country 132 factories producing pleasure cars in more than 400 different
styles and models. To provide these cars with
tires will mean the importation of from 175,000 to
200,000 tons of rubber 70 per cent of which will be
made into 40,000,000 casings and an equal number
of tubes.
"That record has been made in the last twentyfive years since the first successful automobile was
produced. Surely it means an abundance of work
for tiremakers, to say nothing of the great undeveloped fields ahead."

ROCK WAS A PEARL
Frank Baller has filed a complaint in the court
of Justice of the Peace Walter Hei"zinger for $299.99, alleged to be the value of a pearl which he found
in a plate of oysters, against Demond Davis, owner
of a restaurant in Redding, Cal.
Bahler ordered fresh oysters at the restaurant, and
as he was eating found a small stone in the oyster.
He called to the owner that he ordered oysters and
not rocks. Davis took the plate of oysters and put
the rock in his pocket, saying he would bring Bahler
another plate, which the customer refused.
Davis returned to the table and told Bahler the
rock was a pearl. Bahler demanded the pearl,
which Davis refused, saying he sold oysters, not
pearls. A policeman tried to induce Davis to give
Bahler the pearl, without success, and the customer
is now suing for the value of the "rock" he found in
his oysters.
RETAIN WAR TRUCKS FOR TRAINING WORK
The Secretary of War has ordered that 2,700
motor vehicles, 900 passenger cars, 900 trucks and
900 motorcycles are to be reservel from the stocks
held by the War Department for vocational training purposes. The vehicles will be distributed by
the Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic as
follows:
To each of the seventeen divisional camps and to
each of the overseas departments, thirty passenger
cars, thirty trucks and thirty motorcycles, 1,180
vehicles in all. So far as possible the distribution
will include two-thirds of the non-standard and onethird of the standard vehicles. The non-standard

types will be held in reserve by the Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic for distribution to military posts in accordance with vocational needs as
later determined.
COLD STORAGE
A recent discussion in the press gave Charles Tellier, a Frenchman, the credit for the invention of the
cold storage JH.'.(!Cess. While it is true that he perfected the system and made it commercially prac•
ticable he had a number of forerunners in the industry: Fifty-five years ago th~ first refrigerated
meat arrived in England. The scheme was fairly
successful for shipping preserved meats a short distance. Ten years later a shipment of carcasses
frozen by Harrison's method was sent t o England
from Melbourne, but the meat was found to be
spoiled.
At this time Tellier was working on his method
of freezing foodstuffs by the use of two chemicals,
methylic ether and trimethylamine. In 1876 he built
the refrigerator ship La Frigorifique, which carried
a cargo of frozen beef between Rouen, France, and
La Plata. That first consignment was the beginning
of what has developed into a world-wide industry.
By 1877 there was a great influx into London of
American meat preserved by cold.
IRRITATED MULE DEVELOPS BULLDOGLIKE TENDENCIES
The Missouri mule has a lot of good traits and
then again it has some bad ones, so that its good
deeds are very often nullified by its deflections, but
it remained for a Phelps County, Missouri, hybrid
to devise the most original stunt in the demerit way
for that breed of live stock.
A farmer near Rolla, Mo., turned several of his
mules out in the field in order that they might take
exercise. The long-eared fellows were being fed
for the market and had been in the barn for several
months. Two of the mules in adjacent stalls had
been unable to get together because of the stall divisions.
No sooner had the animals been let out into the
field than the two took issues with each other. One
suddenly became enraged and seized the other by
the throat with its teeth, dhoking it to death before
the farmer could stop.the fight. The dead mule was
worth more than $300 and it took only a few minutes for the other anin1al to kill it.
Mule men who were asked about the unusual occurrence said they could not recall a similar instance. They remember kicking one other to death
on several occasions, but that a regular bulldog
throat-choker is a new one on them.
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THE FRONTIERSMAN'S ESCAPE

But what could one man, however brave,
Iagainst
numbers?
In a moment he was hurled to the ground.

By Alexander Armstrong
Many years ago, when Iowa was the western
border of ordinary America~ travel, Morton Massey
.built a cabin near to the spot where the town of
Muscatine now stands and maintained himself, wife
and child by tilling the ground in summer and trapping in winter.
One morning Massey was awakened in a very rude
manner. The butt ends of half a dozen riding whips
battered against his strong door and hoarse voices
on the outside demanded admission.
Looking through a small window, the frontiersman saw half a dozen men sitting on their steaming
·
horses.
Not knowing them, and not knowing the object of
their visit, he hastily slipped on all his clothing and
grasped his rifle before unbarring the door.
Massey was a very good man, but he had a stern,
almost harsh countenance.
The moment he appeared one of the mounted men
cried:
" I'll bet he's the chap. He looks just like a thief."
The backwoodsman turned fiercely on the speaker.
His blood was up in less than a minute and he cocked
his rifle ¥vith an angry snap.
" Hold on! " authoritatively said orie man, who appeared to be the leader. "You can quarrel and fight
when we get this business finished. See here, mister, where is your stable?"
" That shanty yonder," snapped Massey, who wondered what it all meant.
"Then unlock it, or we'll make no bones about
·
smashing it in. "
" It is always unlocked," said the brave frontiersman. " But who are you that insult a peaceable.
man?"
"We're the Cedarville Regulators," replied the
leader. " There was a fine horse stolen in town, and
we've tracked the animal and thief here, and here
the trail has come to an end."
While he had been speaking one of the men had
dashed to the stable, and in an instant came back
the words:
"The horse is here!"
That was enough. Men of that sort did not stand
to ask questions or argue points.
"Take him, my lads!" cried the leader, and backed
by his men he tlirew himself upon Massey.
The latter understood his situation in an instant.
He knew · that through some plan, or else through
some chance, the stolen horse had been placed in his
stable, and on the evidence furnished on this circumstance these rough- and ready regulators would
not hesitate to hang him. Therefore, ha'ving no desire to die the death of ~ horse thief, he fought for
liberty like a ti&'er ..

do

Strong cords were passed around his hands and
feet, and he lay bound and helpless upon the threshold of his own door.
And while the weeping wife was crying out for
mercy to them they put Massey on the stolen horse
and dashed away. to Cedarville.
Bound down to the horse's back Massey passed
over mile after mile, until from his rigid position
and his swift passage through the cold air he became considerably chilled.
"Men," he said, for his tongue was free, "you are
torturing an innocent man."
" Bah!" was the jeering reply.
"And even if I am guilty--"
He was going to make an appeal for mercy, when
at that very instant there rang out a loud chorus of
yells.
Like a whirlwind in the desert a band of Indians
swept down upon them.
The horse to which Massey was bound had been
traveling soberly along with the rest, not led, nor
urged, but when the charge was made, and the bullets began to fly he kicked up his heels, snorted and
rushed away at full speed, not caring for such hot
quarters.
Like Mazeppa, bound to the wild horse of Tartary,
Massey was borne away at a rapid rate, he knew not
whither.
For over a mile the frightened animal ran on.
Then he reached a piece of heavy timber land, and
the frontiersman expected that he would moderate
his speed, but still he rushed <;m . with frightened
·
bounds.
At length, however, the animal struck heavily
against a tree; there was a severe shock, a ripping,
tearing sound, and then the hunter flew from the
back of the steed to the green sward.
The force with which he struck upon the hard
earth deprived Massey of all sensibility.
His leg had come in contact with a very sharpedged piece of bark, and the result was a gash
from which the blood oozed forth in a tiny stream.
For perhaps an hour he lay there, as in a mazy
dream, but half recovered from his stupor. Then a
heavy paw 't ouched him on the leg.
It brought him back to consciousness with a jump;
a large gray wolf was over him.
Massey gave such a scream of genuine terror that
•
the animal bounded away in perfect fright.
To his surprise, the hunter found that the shock~
had broken the cords tpat bound him. He bounded
to his feet; the cold air revived him.
He saw the great wolf slinking away like a cowardly cur through the trees, and he felt a thrill of
terror as he heard a long chorus of yelps coming
from all sides. He looked down at .the injured leg,
saw the trickling blood and knew that the keenscented animals had smelled his life current.
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He glanced around him, mapped out his course in
his mind, and then away he started for home.
Within two minutes' time there were fully twenty
hungry wolves on his track.
Emboldened by numbers, the otherwise cowardly
animals began to close in upon him.
Massey felt for his weapons. He had but a knife.
<Putting on. his best speed, the settler ran on, cast,irig many a backward glance at his four -footed foes.
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The Great Plain is about 700 miles in length, and
varies from 200 to 400 miles in width, occupying the
northeastern part of the empire, and containing
over 200,000 square miles of wonderfully fertile soil.
It supports a population of not less than 177,000,000 human beings, making it the most densely settled of any part of the world of the same size, its
inhabitants numbering nearly two-thirds of the entire population of Europe.
A wonderful feature in the physical geography of
Nearer and nearer came the yelling pack •Of China is the existence of a vast ren-ion of loess in
wolves.
t>:>·
"
.
,
.
this portion of the empire. Loess is a very solid
Oh, if I had a gun Id scare the wits out of them," but friable earth brownish-yellow in color and is
muttered. Mas~ey. "Powder would scatter them. found in many piaces from 500 to 1,000 fe~t deep.
Never mmd, Ill stretch some of them out before J , The loess hills rise in terraces from twenty to sevgo down."
·
eral hundred feet in height. The loess region of
An instant later the foremost ones of the pack China is perhaps the most broken country in the
were upon him.. He turned with the knife in his world, with its sheer cliffs and upright walls, terhand, made a quick slash, and stretched the first wolf races and deep-cut ravines. Owing to the ease with
out, wou'.1ded.
which it can be worked, caves made at the bases of
In an instant the other wolves had torn their straight cliffs afford homes to millions of people in
comrade to shreds, while the frontiersman ran the densely populated northern provinces. Whole
fleetly on.
villages cluster together in carved-out chambers,
Brief respite. In less than two minutes the hun- some of which extend back more than 200 feet. The
gry demons were on his track.
capabilities of defence in a country such as this,
Whirr! through the air sprang the largest animal where an invading army· must necessarily become
in the pack and landed fairly on the hunter's back. lost a~d absolutely bewildered in the tangle of inHis lolling tongue and hot breath touched Massey's terla~mg ways, and whe:e the defenders always
cheek; the latter stabbed .at him over his shoulder remam concealed or have rnnumerable means of esstriking him again and again, yet still he clung on: c~pe, is. pec_ulia:r:ly si~ificant at this time, w~en conand his weight was bearing Massey down to the s1derat10n is bemg given to a conquest of Chma.
The rivers of China are her glory, and there are
ground when-Crack! the ke·e n report of a rifle rang out, and the few countrie~ in the world. so well watered ( and
wolf dropped dowii dead, while the rest of the pack, none o.ther w~t?e. such splendid natural '."at:r transat the discharge of firearms turned tail and ran.
porl3;bon fac1hties. The ~hree gr~at rivers of the
And then Massey found that he was close to his Empire are the Yangtse-~1ang (child of the oce~n),
cabin, and that it was his faithful wife who fired the Roan.g Ho (Yellow ~1ver), and the Chu Kiang
the shot
(Pearl River or Canto River). Of these the Yangtse
The :band of 'regulators were wiped out by the is much the largest, flowing through extensive and
Indians; . and as iiobody else troubled themselves fertile plains, and finally emptying into the Eastern
Sea, after traversing a distance of over 2,000 miles.
about the horse case, Morton Massey was left un- Its discharge is estimated at 1,000,000 cubic feet per
molested to.live 'to a ripe old age and recount over second. The banks of the Yangtse are crowded with
and over the story of the frontiersman's escape.
towns and villages, the most famous of which are
.. ....... ..
Nankin and the new treaty port of Hankow. The
Hoang Ho or Yellow River is noted especially for its
THE CAVE-DWELLERS OF CHINA
frequent and violent floods. Its current is very
rapid, and its course sinuous. The Pearl or Canton
Although the vast mobs which infest Pekin and River, while not nearly so large as the others, is a
the larger cities of China are worked up to a state stream of great importance, and innumerable vesof frenzy and fanaticism, the great Chinese popu- sels trade upon its waters. At some points it spreads
lation proper is agricultural, and naturally extreme- into large lakes ; in others it passes between narrow
ly peaceful. Agriculture, however, is most primi- gorges, which, if dammed, would afford large stortive, and the wonder is how such an immense popu- age capacity for irr.iga~ion. The Chinese, however,
lation can be supported from the soil until the great have not practically worked out irrigation in its
economy practiced in all things is understood. On different phases as completely as would be expected
the Great Plain of China every available foot of of such an agricultural people.
land is utilized for gro\fing something, and every
Irrigation, nevertheless, is practiced to a conparticle of fertility returned to the soil. Waters are siderable extent through the use of the waters of the
used for irrigation, and in many cases laboriously Grand Canal and by wells. The 'Grand or Im""
distributed over the fields.
·
perial Canal is a work of great magnitude.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS A}!TICLES
A bottle of sweet cider was used by Miss Sallie
M. Tucker of New York to christen the torpedo boat
destroyer Preble, which was launched at the yards
of the Bath Iron Works, March 8. The destroyer
is named for Commodore Edward Preble of Portland, who served in the navy in the Civil War. Miss
'l:ucker is his great-granddaughter.
Two big black bears are loose on Lindhurst
Grounds, the country estate of Mrs. Finley J. Shepard at Tarrytown, N. Y. One of them chased Richard Murray, chauffeur for Mrs. Shepard, from Croton Aqueduct, about 500 feet aw~y, to the estate
and t hen disappeared in the bushes near the house.
Two bears also are reported camping on Caspar
Whitney's estate, which adjoins Mrs. Shepard's on
the south.
At the recent service night firing at Fort Winfield Scott, San Francisco, some excellent target results were secured. Using two 12-inch rifles on
barbette mounts, and firing at a moving target at a
range of 6,620 yards, 61/2 hits wer e obtained out
of 7 shots. The muzzle velocity of the shells was
2,055 feet per second. Another excellent record was
made when two 6-inch rifles on disappearing carriages, using tracer shells, obtained twelve hits out
of t wenty shots. This practice was conducted at
night under the handicap of the depleted personnel
and composite companies-facts which rendered the
result obtained particularly meritorious.

most up-to-date plant of its kind in existence. The
open hearth building is 516 x 225 feet, in which
armor plate ingots of a size up to 200 tons will be
handled. The forge and furnace building is 604 x
477 feet, and it has two large wings containing
furnaces, with the press between these wings. The
armor ingots are forged on a 14,000-ton press, on
which gun ingots are hollow forged info lengths up
to 93 feet. The heat treatment building is 320 x
11'2 feet, and 176 feet in height. The machine shop
building is 552 x 320 feet. The plant w ill be in a
position to manufacture armor plate up t o 20 inches
in thickness, and guns and shells up to 20 inches
caliber:

GRINS

..
..AND··- CHUCKLES

"Is your wife fond of going to church?" "Yes ; but
she likes fo rthe sermol). to match her skirt in regard
to lenth."
Rubb-What was the worst mistake you made in
the army? Dubb----The time I called the captain
boss and hit him for a raise.
Wife-Jim, I've invited one of my old beaus to
dinner. Do you mind? Hub-Why, no. I always
like to meet lucky people.
"No more horse thives in Crimson Gulch?" "No
more,' 'answered Cactus Joe. "We have progr essed
with the times. We have all kinds of aut omobile
thieves."
A pupil in a school near Chatham Square, New
York City, thus defined the word "spine" : "A spine
is a long, limber bone. Your head sets on one end
and you set on the other."
E.sther, returning from her first day at school, was
asked by her mother: "How do you like school?:'
"Oh, school is very nice, but I don't thin my t eacher
knows very much. She could not read y writing.''
The teacher had written 92.7 on the blackboard,
and to show the effect of multiplying by ten rubbed
out the decimal point. She then turned to the class
and said : "Now, Mary, where is the decimal point?"
"On the duster, miss," replied Mary, without hesitation.

"Hello! Is this Mr. Jigson ?" "Yes." "This
is Smith. Can I borrow your auto for this afternoon?" "Why, no. I shouldn't think think you'd1
It was in 1916 that Congress appr opriated $11,- have the face to ask for it." "I haven't. That's why
000,000 to build a plant for the manufacture of I'm asking ove rthe phone."
armor for ships of the Navy, and the next year $2,080,956 was appropriated for a projectile ~plant.
Mother-Johnny, did you go and ask Mrs. Naybor
Work was started Augqst 30th, 1917, on a site of fo rthe loan of her washtub, as I told you? Johnny
207 acres at South Charleston, West Vil'ginia. Ex- -Yes, mther. She said she is very sorry, but the
cellent progress is being made, and the Navy will bands of the tub are loose and the bottom is out and
soon be in possession of what will probably be the it is full of soap water.
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GOOD READING
WOLVES 'IN BARNYARD
Two timber wolves were killed on the farm of
John Zerr at St. Peters, Mo., four miles north of St.
Charles. Zerr and Frank Wiechens, a farmer, were
standing in the barnyard on the Zer;r farm when
they saw a wolf run out of a timber lot near the
barn and kill several chickens. Wiechens had a gun
and killed the wolf as it was crossing the lot. As
there had been evidence of a number of wolves in
the vicinity Zerr and Wiechens went to St. Peter's
to organize a posse. While there they received
word from Mrs. Zerr that another wolf was in the
barnyard. Accompanied by several·men they went
back and Zerr shot the wolf, making a total of seven
killed in that neighborhood in the past month.

nouncement was authorized by the War Department
in connection with the recruiting drive which ended
March 31.
An army school that w1ll teach enlisted men how
to raise cows, pigs and chickens and train them in
the general duties of farm management is to be
started at Charleston, S. C., headquarters of the
Southeastern Department. This school will be under
the direction of Dr. E. M. Ranck, development expert in animal husbandry, who will act as civilian
adviser to the department· commander. According
to present plans, live stock will be purchased for the
school by experts, and each camp will have a small
herd of good dairy cows, pure bred hogs, sheep, beef
cattle, chickens and stands of bees.

'
GIRLS WANT TO WEAR SOCKS
Newcomb College girls are in i·evolt as a result of
a ruling by the faculty of the college against theh·
wearing socks or rolling their stockings down while
d1·essed in bloomers or abbreviated skirts. The
socks or stockings can be rolled below the knees
only when their skirts go a sufficient distance below
the knee.
Another rule forbids girls to leave the campus in
a gymnasium suit, and another any extreme dances,
such as "cheek to cheek,'' "camel walk," "shimmy''
and. others. Any gfrl who violates these rules will
lta her name read before the student body. The
girls are up in the air and say they won't stand
for it and I.ave called a meeting of all classes.
ROB SEA OF RICH TREASURE
Sunken treasure worth $250,000,000 has been
raised around the British Isles since the war began.
The Restorer and the Reliant, two ~alving vessels
bought from the American Navy, were used, and
new device, an oxy-acetyJene flame,
each has
which is worked under water for cutting holes in
the sides of submerged vessels.
Each ship has twenty-five electric pumps capable
of pumping 1,000,000 gallons of water .an hour, and
carries two divers, searchlights, line throwing guns,
electric welding plants, rock drills and other accessories. Each diver is equipped with a telephone.
The Restorer recovered $5,000,000 in gold from
the Laurentic off Lough Swilly last year. Both vessels are now operating off Newhaven, on the ChanDE'l Coast.

a

SOLDIERS TO RAISE PIGS
Washington, March 15.-The vocational training
hi the army has been extended to include courses in
agriculture and animal husbandry. Th~se features
will be put into partial operation at once. This an-

$750 SAFES TO GUARD LIQUOR
When you next visit a wealthy friend in New
Oleans, if he leads you into a quiet room in his residence, stops before a huge steel burglar-proof mid
fire-proof safe and starts working the combination
-well, he's not going to show you the family jewels.
Nor his Liberty bonds for that matter. That sa
holds something far more valuable than gems and
securities. You can buy them any old time you happen to have the price. But money can't buy the stuff
those chilled-steel walls house.
For weeks past, at an average of one sale a week,
the Coats Safe and Lock Company, Ltd., has been
selling Orleanians a special safe designed for the
sole purpose of guarding the private stock of liqum·
that has assumed untold value. A six-foot man can
stand upright inside the steel box. It is· filled with
specially made wooden racks in which the preciou:;J
bottled sunshine is closely packed.
And each safe costs $750.
"Pretty high price to safeguard even liquor, isn't
it?" the manager of the safe company was asked.
"Oh, no," said he. "You see, this safe holds four
and a half barrels of liquor, bottled. There's 60
gallons to a barrel. That's 1080 quarts of liquor.
And really good liquor was worth about $10 a quart
as far back as last June. So you see the safe costing $750 holds $10,800 worth of liquor. The man
who valued his private stock enough to make an investment that heavy, doesn't look at $750 as too high
a price to pay. Sometimes several men pool their
funds and ke~p their stock in the same safe. Then,
after the private stock is gone, you can use the safe
for furs or costly clothing or other valuable household property. You see, they're fireproof as well as
burglar-proof.
Every safe that we've sold for this purpose has
been delivered after dark!" ·
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
MAPLE SAP FOR SOFT DRINKS
Boys and girls of Vincennes, Ind., are not worried
, ~bout the advance in the price of pop and are defymg the proprietors of soft drink places where sundaes and sodas have advanced in price and they
are placing bottles on th'e smaller limbs of the
maple trees at night and the next morning the bottles are filled with " sugar water." In one yard a
large maple tree is filling thirty pint bottles formerly used for beer.
ENLISTED MEN BURIED AT ARLINGTON
CEMETERY
Five enlisted men, one from the 93d and another
from the 216th Aero Squadrons, the others from
the 162d, 163d, and 327th Infantry, who died in
England while in t he Service, and whose bodies were
re~ently. :eceived at Hoboken, N. J., were buried
with m1htar~ honors at A'.rlington Cemetery on
March 5: This Vl'.'as the second burial at Arlington
?f American soldiers who died while in the Service
m the World War, the first beinO' when two soldiers
who died in Russia were interred ther e.
F-!XCITEMENT IN WALES AS GOLD IS FOUND
. Wi~l Wales prove to be the gold field of Great Britam? is the query that is agitating miners and stock
brokers. just now, following the discovery of another
gold vem at the Clogan mine at Bontddu, near Barmouth, Wales.
New machinery has been hurried to the mine, and
the fo~eman of ehe i:ien received a gift of $50, while
t~e mmers ea.ch received $25 as a token of appreciation from the owners.

This is the second time that gold has been discovered in this mine, a strike. having been made last
August. Godfrey Isaacs, of Marconi wireless fame,
is managing director of the mines, and it is stated
that· so far gold to the value of over $300,000 has
been taken from it.
KAISER'S KIN STARTS A ROUGH HOUSE
The fashionable Adlon Hotel dining room has been
the scene of a rough and tumble fight between
Prince Joachim Albrecht of P r ussia, a cousin of the
former Gernwn Emperor, and his guests, and
Capts. Klein and Roughevin and Mme. Klein,, members of the French mission. The hostilities came
when the French ref Ufled to stand while the or chestra was playing " Deutschland ueber Alles. "
Joachim and his friends hurled candles, crockery and other things at the French party, and Capt.
Roughevin was beaten and had his clothes torn.
Capt. Klein was escorted out of the dining room by
waiters, who def ended him.
The episode apparently was planned by Joachim.
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HAIR GROWN ON MR. BRITtAIN'S BALD HEAD
INDIANS' MYSTERIOUS HAIR GROWER

Ent irely N E W princlple not a m ovin g part - Simple,
Has t he Pep a nd P owe r,

B~

M y head at t he t op and b ack was a b solutely b ald. The ocalp wu
ahihy. An expert said that he thought the hair roots were extinct, and
there was no hope of my ever having a ne·1v hair growth.
Yet n ow, at an age over 66, I have a luxuriant g rowth of aoft, atronr,
l~troua hafr I
No trace of baldness. 'l'he p ictu rea 1ho wA heu are
f~om my photogr aphs.

u. & J.

Carburetor

INDIANS' SECRET OF HAIR GROWTH
At A t ime when I had b ecome discouraged a\ trying
...-arious ~ air lotioWJ, tonics, specialiata' treatments, etc.,
I came across, i n my tra-.els, a Cherok ee Indi an
' 'medicine man'' ·who had an elixir that h e asseTerated
w ould· grow my hair. Althourh I had b u l li t tle faith ,
I ga ve it a. trial. To my amazement a light fuzz aoon From ru.,,t 1>hoto.
appeare d. It d evelo!led, day by d ay, int o a healthy &rowth, and er e long
m y hair was as prolific a s in my youthful d ays.
That I was astonished and happy is 1xpressing my stat1 of mind mildly.
Obviously, the hair roots had not been d ead, but were dormant in the
•calp, awaiting the fertilizing potency of the m71terious pomade.
I negotiated for and came into possessi on of t he principle for preparing
this mysterious elixir, now called Kotalko, a nd later had the recipe put illto
practical form by n chemist.
That my own hair. growth was permanent has been amply prond. llu7
men and wom en, also children , have reporte d ar.tiafactory reault1 from Kotallto.
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My h onest belief is that hai r r oots rarely d ie enn when the hair
falls out through dandrul't, ferer, excessive dryne11 or other d.i• ·
orders. I haTe been t old b7 exp ert a that oftenll!llllJllll•~Lllll!!!~~!I
when h air falls out the roota b ecome imb edded
within the scalp, covered by hard akin, s o tha t lllilillll~
they remain for a time like bulbs or seeds in
a bottle which w111 grow when fertilized.
Shampoos (which contain alkali&) and hair
lotions which contain akohol are enemies to
the hair, as they dry it, makinr it brittle.
Kotalko contains thoae c l ements of nature
which g ive ne w Titality to the scalp and hair.
To prove the GENUI NENES S of Kotalko, I
will sen d the r ecipe F P.EE on req ueat. Or I
will mail a te1tin!l'. box of Kotalko w ith the recipe for 10 cents,
silver or stnmps, •f ~·ou n1~ntion t his publication. Batbfy youraelf.
You want t o stop fallinir h air, elim inate dandntl't or conr that bald
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Get the d ime teatinr box NOW, 8')pl7
once or twice daily-watch in yonr mirror! Addres s:
.,
·
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ment. No age limit. Three months' ltome study. Sit~
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Wr! 1TE T H E WORDS FOR A SONG. We re•ls• poams,
wdte musio and &'Uarant.ee to secure .oubUcrttlon. Sub
tnlt J)oems on any subject. Broadw&J Studios. J a.JC,
Flngerald Building, New York.
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Il l.It REllN ANTS. Lar1rest packa1es yet o!l'ered. Square
PERSONAL
ot ·-~ aaUn !rea with OV•l7 paclraa•. I Ii eta. WRITE TH1' WORDS FOR A SONG. We revlss ooeme.
A.1enc1, Portland, lfe.
write mus10 aod iU&rantee to secure publication. 8ubFARM lANDS. Bhr money In farming, lilchlian's ~n g~~:~ds n°u~icti~. s~~zc~:..ork~roactway studtoa, lGsc.
boat llarllwood counties. Qood roadi, mlllketa, school!!,
cllurob ea. On]J $15 to $35 ver A. Small down pay· LONEL.Y MAIDEN, 26, would many, Write tor plc·
ment : baL • •SY terms. B1g&"est Company, lowest prices.
ture. Box 150K, Syracuse. N. Y.
be1t a nd, Write today for !reo booklet. l.11288 Finl
IF YOU WANT a . Healthy, Wealthy, Lovh.f w!Ce. Mlto
Nat'I Bk. :Bids., Chlca10. Ill.
me. M. A .. 4214 California St .. San Francl•co. C'al.
MARRY. Most successful .,Home Maker." Hundreds
H ELP WANTED
rich. Confidential, reltabte. years• erperlence, descripLADIES WANT ED, and MEN, too, to addreH envet.
ope1 and mall ad•ertlsine matter at home· for Jara:e tlon.9 free. Box 5!16, Oakland, Cal.
mail order flr:m.9. apare or whale time. Cau make MARRY RICH, hundred• anxlou•. description list tree,
SIO to $35 wkly. No capital or exp.rionc1 reQulred.
satlsfa(;tiou auarauteeU. Select Club, Dept. .A, La.ke
Boot explains everythlnt: send 1 O eta. to cover poat&ce. Preston, So. Dak.
ttc. Ward Pub. Co•• Box 77. Tilton. N. H.
MARRY: MANY RICH. Particulars tor stamp. Mra.
Morrison, 3053 W. Holden St.. Seattle. Wash.
IECRET SE RVI CE OPERATIVES AND DETECTIVES
are 1n demand. Earn b!r money. Trant every.. IF YO U W ISH a pretty and wealthy wife. writ• me
where. Fascinating work. Learn this profeHloa by
enclosing a stamped euvelope and I wlH answer.
home study. Particulars free.
American School of Lillian Sproul. Station H. Clevelnnd. 0.
•
rrlmlnolo!IY. Dept. 111. Detroit. Mlrh.
MARRY:
Thousands roncenhtJ peopJt'. worth fr~m
BE A DET ECTIV E. Opportunity for m•& and women
$1.000 to $50,000 seeklag early marrfag~, description.
ror secret 1Dlestigation In your c!Utrlct. Wrlti C. T. pllotoa. Introduction• free. Sealed. Either sex. Send
C.udwk, li1 WHIOVU llld«.. .it-u Clll, Mo.
*a JlloD•J. £ddriii Bt111d1rd Oor. Club, Qranllki. Ill.
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HAVE YOU SONG POEM~? l hue best Dronositlon.
Ray Hibbel•r DJ 04. 40~0 Dickens AVe.. Chtcago.
YOU WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG, we'll com-

pose Ute melo<ly frt- e and 1"JUbllsh the song- comt1let&.
The Lenox Compauy, 42U St. ~ 6th Ave .• Unlb Bld~.•
New York

IF YOU WILL WRITE th& words for a sODi, I will
write the music and guarantee publisher's accepta.naa.
Poems on any sul.ljert acceptable.
EthweU Hamon1
Room 129. S808 BTDadwny l'htcago, Ill.

STAMMERING
ST·STU-T·T·TERING nnc! qtammertng cured at home.
Instructive IJooklet free.
\Valter McDonnell. 11
Po tomac Bank BlclK. \\'ashlnitton, D. C.

TOBACCO HABIT

TO BACCO or !;nuiT Habit rured or no pa7. $1 l!
cured. Remedy Bflni on trial.
SQperba Co.. PC,

Ri:tlttmore. Af!!

TOBACCOKILLS MANLY VIGOR .

Quit habit easlJ.y.

Any form. chewing, smoking or snutT, cured or no
JC cured, $1. StopJ cravl.ng, harmle81. Full

char110.
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tt!al,

Poild.ui Co.,

ll·~l

.lbaWllll. M.W.

Cigarette Habit
How to Ove1'eome ft Quickly and Easily
l1nleas you have been e:rceptionally careful
ihe cigarette habit has a hold which. you
cannot shake off by will power.
The lure of the cigarette is poweTful. Ia
ii the nicotine that is poisoning your system,
making you nervous, heart weak, dyspeptic,
e:re atrained nnd Irritable?
Are you troubled with sleeplessl:Hln &t night
and dullness In the morning until you h&ve
doped yourself with the nicotine of cigarettes
or pipe, or chewilllJ tobacco I Tl)ey're all the
ea.me, y,ou know.
Gi-re your polsc.,..eaturated body, from your
PAle yel!vwish skin right into your pale ye!·

lowish liTer, ., chance to be free from the
mean slavery of nicotine.
Get rid of the ViC'lous ha.hit. LengtheJI
your life. Become contented and spread hap·
pines~· among other1.
Enj oy tranqu.lllity com.·
bined with forceful thought and real eJl!clency,
I know what will conquor tho tobacco habit
In three day•. You ~"in tb4 -rlctory eom·
pletely and pr!Tatel:r at home.
My new book will be nry lnterestlne to
7011. It will come ta you In 11 plain wrspper
free, poetpaid. You will be surprised an a.1
delighted if 7011 write to Edward J , Woods,
'.l'T-103, Station F, New York, H. Y.

BLANK CARTBIDGB
PISTOL ~P':.'d Oab

•1

rw

7 Inc bee lonr, reat revolver able.
~
tection and sport. G•ery man, .....,... and b4p

sbould b&Te one. Order at once. 0.t aa Ame..
ican flag FREE. Money rctunded 1f des!rM..
F.W. LEWIS CO., 1402 BROADWAY, NEW YORll CITY

When you're at home you are the first
line ofdefense. With a W arnerAutomatie
at hand you're ready for anything that
threatens the sanctity of home and property. Your loved ones can rely on you.
When you'reawaythe second line of defence with a Warner Automatic, because of its
may take up the responsibility. Usually it superlative qualities.
is the wife. Is she prepared? Can she · Then the children-sometime they may
shoot? Has she confidence in her ability have to be a third line of defence. Can they
to plug 15 hard hitting shots into theheart protect themselves? If not, they should
of a bull's eye? If not, she should learn be taught. Warner Automatics shoot easy
and true. Made in 32 calibre; a
desirable size for everybody-the
one for you.
saT8o"J;

LEARN

The Warner "Infallible" Automatic sends
its leaden messaio far beyond the range of
inferior P.istols and revolvers. It is built
to last a hfetime,superior workmanship and
LESSON
finish making it a possession to be proud
OFFER
of. Light in weight-neat in appearanu.
true as the hand and eye.
Ask your dealer to show you a Warner Automatic or send $18.00 to us direct and we will
mail one parcel post prepaid, together with guarantee and the lessons in the art of pistol
marksmanship. Write today for free descriptive booklet.

Expert shot and authoritywill teach
you free by mail. Write for special

FREE

Kirtland Bros. & Co., 96 Chambers St., (Depf RK), New York, N. Y.
A_z111t1 /0f' Dooi• Gu•• and Worn•r Pistol•

BOYS ! BOYS! DEVEL:OPING
Keep your bicycle spokes
with Clark's Se!! Cleaner.
longer and keep !rom rust.
sample and you w111 want
for your Bicycle for $1.40.

clean and shine
Makes the.m lest
Send 10 cts. for
a set. Full set

W. S.CLARK,

207 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass.

Pat. Pend.

and printing for the careful photographer
who demands quality in the tlnished picture.
Send one roll and 25c. for six sample .AllT
GLOSS prints. Or send negatives and 11'.ic.
for six prints pastpald. Price list and sam·
p le print free.

G. F. DOVE, Broadway, Va.

FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY
-LATEST ISSTJES-

717 Johnny tbe Parcel Boy; or, The Lad Who Saved the Firm.
718 Going the Limit: or, A .Big Risk for Big Money.
719 Up to Rim· or, Running His Father's Business.
720 "Back-Number Bixby"; or, The Boy Who Was Up-to-the·
Minute.
721 A Young Barnum; or. Striking It Ri~h In the ~how Business.
722 The Brotherhood of Gold; or, A Darmg Wall Street Game.
723 Ed the Express Boy; or, His Own Route to l!'ortune.
724 The stolen Bonds; or, How Walt Street Wlll M~de His Mark.
726 A Favorite of Fate; or, After the Head Hunters Treasure.
726 Master of the Market; or, The Bo:v Who Corn_ered the Stock.
727 Landing On His Feet; or, The.Plucki est Boy m the World.
728 $50 000 From a Nickel; or, The Boy Wbo Wns Lucky In Stocks.
729 Born Lucky: or. From Min er to MillionairP.
730 Hal Halman's Tip: or, Scooping thti Wall Street Market.
731 A Boy of Business; or, Hustling for the Dollars.
732 Smart As They Come; or, The Boss of the Wall Street Messen&'ers.
734 Johnny Jones & Co.; or, The Firm That Kept the Broker
Gunins.

736
737
738
739

HO
741
742
743
744

745
74G
747
748

749
700
751

7:.2
75~

7M
755
756
757
758

The Litlla Stock Brolrnr; or. 'l'be Boy Wlth Mone.v to Burn.
Island No . 10 ; or. 'l ' be Secret of th e Sunken Go lrl Sbip.
A Wall Street, Erra nd Boy, and Ho w Ile Ma d e Mou e.v iu Sto,·ks.
Newsboy Part ne r s; or , The J, ittl e i\lo ne.v lllake rs of th e Battery
A Box. of Coi u ; or , 'l' be Old Broker's Sec ret.
·Ralph, the Ru n awa.v; o r, l!'rom Farm to l<'o rtun e.
A Winning Tip ; OL', Beating th e l , ucky Brok r r • .
An· Orpha n Bo y's Pl uck; or, Winning Again st Odd s .
Long & Co .. B oy B rokers ; or. A Lu cky Wall Stree t Firm .
Tn the Diamond F i eld s; or. The Bov Who Mqd e a Great Find.
A Boy With Ginger: or, The Lad 'Vho Won th e Dol ln s.
Dick a nti Ili s Cb nm: or, Ma king a Fortun <' For His l<"irru .
Out 'l'o \Vin: or. The My s te t·.v o r S af P D e posit Il ox No. G66.
A Wall Street H e ro ; or, A Winnin g Tip on the Ma rket.
Winning a Fortun e ; or .. The Bov H ero of the Mill.
StocklJroker Dick; or, Th e Bo y' Who l3roke the Wall St reet
Market. ,
On the Job~ or, Tom Taylor's T, uckv Yr ntu rr .
1' h p Lu c k v Seven ; or. 'l'he Bo.v s ·who W on th e 'Mon e y.
Wtll , th e Walt : or, F r om B ootblack t o Mr r r b a nt.
Prince of th e Curb: or. A Coll eg e Bo.v in \\"all Street.
WreckPd in the Gulf; or, The Gold of th e Old Bu c ca n eer~ .
'.l'h1> Rlvai Bo:v Brokers; or, Out for Ever:v Deal in Sight.
Under the Big Top; or, From Acrobat to . Man age r.

!'or sale by all newsdealers , or wm be 1ent to any address on receipt or price, 7 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps , by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

166 West 23d St., New York

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
el. theee weelelies and camu1t proem:e them from newsdeale11S. they oan be obtained from ~e pu?llshers di.reet. ~rite out
and fill in your Order and send it wiMl the pace of 1'11.e weeklies you 1mnt, antl •he weeWies Wlll be sent to you t:ly r-etul'D
. mail POSTAGE STAMPS TAK:~ THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR

HAND BOOKS1

No. ~e. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECNo. GO. HOW TO BECO)JE A PHOTOG·
No. 73. BOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
TRICITY.- A description of the wonderful RAPHER.-Conta!ning useffll information
NUMBERS.- Showing many curious tricks
use• ot electrici t y a nd electro mag-netlsm; to- regarding the Cam~a and how to work it;
with figures and the magic of numbers. By
getiber with full instructions fQr making also !)ow to make Photographic Magic LanA. Anderson . Fully illustrated.
Ele'ctric Toys. Batteries, etc. By George tern Slides and 9ther Transparencies. HandNo. 74. ' HOW TO WRITE LETTERS
Trebel, A .M., M.D. Containing over tlfty 11- somely illnstr&ted.
COBRECTLY.- ContaJning full instructions
lustratlons.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOllll!l A WEST
for writing letters on almost any subject;
No. 47. HOW TO BREAR, RIDE AND POINT MILITARY CADET.-Explalns how
also rules for punctuation and composlt!on,
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on to gain admltta~_ce, course ot Study, Exami with specimen letters.
tbe horse. Describing the most useful horses nations.._ Duties{ Stair of O!flcers, Post Guard,
No. 76. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.
for business, the best horses tor the road; Police .ttegUlJt oDI, Fire Department, and all
- Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice
11Jso valuable recipes for diseases peculiar to a boy shojild, know to be a cadet. By L11
Cups antl Balls.' Hats, et.c.
Embracing
the horse.
Senaren11.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No. 63. HOW TO BECOlllE A NATAL
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
CAXOES. -A handy book for boys, contain- CADET.-·Complete Instructions of bow to
THE IlAND. -Conta!n!ng rules for telling
lug full directions for constructing canoes gain admission to the Annapolis Naval Acad fortunes by the aid or Jines or the band, or
and the most popular manner of sailing emy. Also containing the course ot instructhe secret of palmistry. Also the secret of
tllem. Fully !llustrated.
tlon, description of &'rounds and bnild!ngs,
telling future even ts by aid of moles, marks,
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glving rules blstoricsl sketch, and everything a boy
scars, etc. Illustrated.
for conducting debates, outlines for debates. should know to become an olficer In the
No. 77. BOW TO DO :FORTY TRICKS
questions tor discussion, and the best United Sta~ NaTy. By L11 Senarens.
WITH CARDS .- Con taln!ng deceptive Ca.rd
aources for procuring information on the
No. 6f. HOW TO HAKE ELECTRICAL ' Tricks as performed by leading conjurers
and magicians. Arranged for home amusequestion given.
lllACHINES.-Conta!ning full directions for
ment. Fully !llnstnite d.
1
Ne. 60. ROW TO STUFF BIRDS AND making electr1cal machine•, Induction coils.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.
ANIMALS.- A valuable book, giving !nstruc- dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
- Containing a compl e te d t>Scr!ptlon of the
tlons in collecting, preparing, mounting and by electricity, By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
mysteries of Magic and S leight-of-hand . to preserving birds, animals and insects.
illustrated.
gether with many wonderrol experiments.
No. 81, now TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. 65. l\1111.DOON'S JOKES.- The most
By A. Anderson.
Illustrated.
C'ARDS. -Containing explanations of t11e original joke book ever published, and It Is
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
general principles o! sleight-of-hand appli- brlmfiil of wit and humor. It contains a
- Containing completp instructions how to
c::ah!P to card tricks; of card tricks with large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
make up tor Tariou1 characters on the stage;
ordinary cards. and not requiring sleight- etc .. of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, :i>utogether with the duti es of the Staa;e Manof-hand; of tricks inTolving sleight-of-hand, morist, and practical joker of the day.
ager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
or the use of specially prepared cards. ll·
No. oo. HOW TO DO PUZZLES. -ConMan.
lnstrated.
taining over three hundred Interesting pnz No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK No. 62. HOW TO PLAY CARDS .-Glv!ft~ zk3 and conundrums, with key to same. A
Containing
the latest jokes. anecdotes and
tbe . rules and full directions for playing complete book. Fully illustrated .
runny stories of thls world-renowned GerEuchre,
Cribbage,
Casino,
Forty-Five.
No. 67.
HOW TO DO ELEf.TRICAL
man com edian. Sixty-four pages; handsom!!
Rounce, Petlro Sancho, Draw Poker, Au ction TRICKS.- Conta1ning a large col ectlon of
colored ~ove r, containing a half-tone photo
Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular instru ctive and highly amusing electrical
of the author.
games of cards.
tricks, together with !!Justratlons. B:r A.
No. 81. HOW TO l\IESMERIZE.- Conta!n No, 63. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.- A Anderson.
ing the most approved m e thod of mesmer·
wonderful little book. telling you bow to
No. 68.
HOW TO DO CHEMICAL
ism; animal magneti s m, or, magnetic heal·
write t.o your sweetheart. your father. moth- TRICKS.- Containing over one hundred
Ing. By Prof. L eo FTugo Koch, A.C.S., auer. sister, brother. employer; and, in fact, highly amusing and instructlTe tricks with
thor of "How to Hypn otize." etc.
everybody aud anybody you wish to write chemicals. By A . .Anderson. Handsomely
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALIIUSTBY.-Conto.
illustrated.
tain!ng the most approved methods of read·
ing tbe lines ou th~ hand , together with a
No. 54. ROW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
No. 89. HOW TO DO SLEIGllT-OFfull explanation or the ir meaning. Also exPETS.--Giving complete information as to l HAND.-Conta!n!ng over fifty of the latest
the manner and method of raising, keeping.
plaining phrenology, and the key ot telling
taming, breedirlg. and managing all kinds and best tr1cks used by magicians. Also
by Ule bumps on tbe head. BJ /1
ot pets; also giving full instructions for containing the secret of second eight. Fully characters
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully illustrated'.
making cages. etc.
Fully explained by illustrated.
No. 83. ROW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contafutwenty-eight Illustrations.
No. '70, HOW TO MAKE HAGIC TOYS.ing valuable and instructive intbrmation reNo. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAJ\IPS Containing full directions tor making Magic
garding the science of hypnotism. ~eo e:s;AND COINS.-Contalning valuable informa- Toys and devices of many kinda. Fully 11·
plain!ng the .most approved methods w'h~h
tlon re-gard!ng the collecting and arranging lustrated.
are employed by the ieadlpg hypnotists of
of stamps 'lld coins.
Handsomely illusNo. 71.
ROW TO DO MECJIANICAL
the world. By Leo Hngo Koch, A.C.S.
trated.
TRJCKS.-Containing complete !llnstrat!ons
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR.
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN EN- fllr performing oTer sixty Mechanical Tricks.
- Containing information regarding choice
GJNEER.- Containing full Jnstrnctions bow Fully mustrated.
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